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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
1. Viet Nam is a country in transition, evolving rapidly from a centralized, planned 
economy to one driven by market forces. This transition is contributing, along with other 
historical pressures on its natural resource base, to the rapid depletion and degradation of 
the country's natural resource stock, and mounting environmental contamination from 
activities in the urban and industrial sector. 
2. In keeping step with the profound changes in the process of economic renewal, Viet 
Nam has committed significant national resources to develop its institutional and technical 
framework for environmental protection and management. The formulation of the National 
Plan for Environment and Sustainable Development (NPESD) in 1991 provided a basis for 
identifying some of the critical environmental issues facing the country. The government now 
recognizes that the next step is to further develop an environmental policy and program 
framework that encompasses a system for strategic planning and management. 
3. Viet Nam needs to face the problems along many different fronts, such as 
implementing appropriate sectoral programs that address resource management issues, the 
development of new institutions, the development of a legal and regulatory framework, and 
building and strengthening institutional capacity to manage environmental problems. Within 
each of these areas there are a large number of choices to be made in applying limited 
resources - which problems in which sectors are the most pressing? in which provinces or 
municipalities? in conjunction with which agencies? which problems are amenable to cost- 
effective management and with what approach? The problem in addressing these questions 
is not necessarily one of lack of data or technical skills but more of determining a set of 
objectives, formulating a program response to the objectives, and assigning priorities to the 
activities that are required to be undertaken. The result constitutes a plan of action. 
4. The World Bank undertook a mission in April-June, 1993 to begin the process of 
assisting the Government of Viet Nam to develop a strategic action plan for environmental 
management at the national level. It used as a starting point a number of environmental 
reports, notably the "National Plan for Environment and Sustainable Development (NPESD)", 
which provided a broad, wide ranging framework for environmental action in Viet Nam. The 
World Bank subsequently produced a draft report entitled "Viet Nam: Environmental Program 
and Policy Priorities for a Socialist Economy in Transition". This report, released in limited 
circulation for review in August, 1994, was designed to complement the NPESD by updating 
key developments, analyzing certain key issues in greater depth, deliberating a range of 
strategic interventions to address the issues, and beginning to ascribe priorities amongst the 
interventions. It was the Bank's intent that this draft report, and the Vietnamese response 
to it, serve as the foundation of a National Environmental Action Plan for Viet Nam, a 
requirement for the Bank's IDA concessionary lending program. 
5. At the request of the World Bank, the Canadian International Development Agency 
(CIDA) agreed to fund a workshop to be hosted by the Ministry of Science, Technology and 
Environment (MOSTE) and implemented by the International Development Research Centre 
(IDRC). The "National Workshop on Environmental Policy and Program Priorities" was 
held in Ha Noi on November 3-4, 1994. The workshop was designed not to update or 
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confirm the basic data already gathered, but to contribute to the planning process by 
clarifying issues and objectives, identifying activities to be undertaken, defining the priorities 
for action and a process for planning environmental management in a growing economy in 
rapid transition. It also provided an opportunity for Vietnamese state agencies and provincial 
officials, academic experts and NGOs to meet and discuss the issues together. 
6. This report consists of three major sections. Chapter 2 is a brief description of the 
workshop objectives, methodology, and organization. Chapter 3 is a description of the major 
results of the workshop itself and, in particular, the results of the working group deliberations 
at the workshop. Chapter 4 contains a set of recommendations for further elaboration of the 
EPPP and the workshop results to meet the objectives of the Government of Viet Nam, and 
outlines a possible plan of action for MOSTE's consideration. We emphasize that Chapter 
4 reflects the views of the consultant team based on the outcome of the workshop; the 
recommendations it contains did not necessarily arise in the workshop discussions, 
nor do they necessarily reflect recommendations made by workshop participants. 
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2.0 WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES AND ORGANIZATION 
2.1 Workshop Objectives 
7. Viet Nam, with the assistance of the 1993 World Bank mission, identified three broad 
areas that it considered useful for organizing discussion to formulate an environmental action 
plan: Natural Resources (Forest Conservation and Wetland and Marine Coastal Ecosystems), 
Urban and Industrial Pollution, and Institutional Development. The World Bank 
"Environmental Program and Policy Priorities" (EPPP) report used these three areas as the 
core themes, first examining the data base in each area, second identifying key issues, and 
finally elaborating a program framework that provided options and recommendations for 
action. Other chapters of the World Bank report dealt with the issues of policy framework 
and policy instruments necessary for environmental action, as well as the integration, design 
and sequencing of priority projects and programs and the required technical assistance to 
support environmental action. 
8. This workshop was designed as one part of the process to elaborate an overall 
strategy for environmental and natural resource management for Viet Nam. It facilitated a 
discussion to clarify and clearly articulate the next steps that are required to address the key 
environmental problems of the country. The presentation of the workshop proceedings in this 
report will not be in narrative form. Rather, this report presents a set of matrices that were 
designed to summarize the management process to be brought to bear on Viet Nam's critical 
environmental issues. These matrices form the centre-piece of the report and are intended 
to serve as input to an eventual National Environmental Action Plan for Viet Nam. These 
matrices presented in this report are derived from the contents of the World Bank EPPP 
report, written comments submitted to the workshop, and working group discussions during 
the proceedings. 
2.2 Workshop Organization and Process 
9. MOSTE served as the host agency for staging the workshop with the assistance of 
the International Development Research Centre of Canada. The two volume World Bank 
report was translated to Vietnamese and distributed to numerous government agencies 
(central and provincial), universities and research institutions, private sector organizations, 
and international and non-governmental organizations. All of these institutions were invited 
to submit written comments and to participate in the two day workshop (see Annex A, List 
of Workshop Participants). 
10. The workshop participants were divided into three working groups, Natural Resources, 
Urban and Industrial Pollution, and Institutional Framework (see Annex B, Workshop 
Agenda). Using the incomplete matrices as a guideline for discussion, the tasks of the 
individual working groups were to confirm the key problems and issues, further elaborate the 
proposed measures for implementation, select sites where possible for priority action, note 
where action had been taken already by the government and donor agencies, determine how 
further action could be coordinated, and identify the Vietnamese agencies responsible. The 
results of these discussions, as reflected in this report, are intended to be reviewed by 
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MOSTE and forwarded to the State Planning Committee (SPC) and the Government for 
comments. 
11. The Government of Viet Nam will respond directly to the World Bank in relation to its 
draft EPPP report: 1) updated data for the draft EPPP report will be forwarded to the Bank 
directly by the relevant natural resource ministries and MoSTE; 2) MOSTE will provide 
comments on the EPPP draft for revision by the Bank. 
12. This workshop report is also to be used by MOSTE to generate a National Action Plan 
to meet World Bank requirements. A copy of this report will be forwarded directly to the 
World Bank by IDRC. The Bank will then contact MOSTE to discuss any additional 
requirements for a National Environmental Action Plan. Following the full development and 
approval of an Action Plan, the Government of Viet Nam is considering organizing a donor 
conference to discuss the coordination and financing of the Plan. This will require further 
work to identify specific projects and clarify project preparation requirements. Of particular 
value will be the written comments received by MOSTE prior to the workshop; these appear 
in Annex C and have been used as input to the workshop and this document. 
13. In summary, this report can serve four purposes: 
a. as a basis for direct government action; 
b. input into a National Environment Action Plan; 
c. input to organization of a donor conference on environment assistance programming; 
d. input to Viet Nam's national Agenda 21 program to be proposed in early 1995. 
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3.0 RESULTS OF THE WORKING GROUPS 
3.1 Written Response by Workshop Participants to World Bank Report 
14. In general, the response to the draft World Bank report on Environmental Program and 
Policy Priorities (EPPP) was very positive. Many participants noted that this was the first 
document of its kind for Viet Nam where the range of environmental issues were 
comprehensively dealt with from a strategic perspective in one report. 
15. The quality and reliability of the information base was also generally felt to be good, 
although somewhat out-of-date. The situation in Viet Nam has changed so rapidly since the 
1993 World Bank mission that some of the data needs updating, particularly economic indices 
and certain categories of technical environmental information. 
16. Many participants found the report difficult to assimilate given its volume and 
complexity. For this reason they welcomed the opportunity at the workshop to clarify and 
simplify the issues to better develop an appropriate management approach. 
17. On the basis of the information in the EPPP there was a high degree of consensus as 
to which environmental management tools should be further developed and encouraged. 
These include: 
a. the use of market instruments for pollution control and environmental management; 
b. environmental education, public participation, and support to environmental NGOs; 
c. the use of EIA; and 
d. the promotion of appropriate environmental technologies; this is particularly true for 
foreign investors whose activities or use of technologies need to be regulated by 
legislation/guidelines. 
18. Proposals outlined in the EPPP for environmental action neglected the development 
of institutional and technical mechanisms to deal with environmental issues that are inter- 
provincial in scope (e.g., emerging cumulative environmental problems that will need to be 
addressed by a number of provinces working together), as well as mechanisms for 
environmental and natural resource management issues that will require multi-lateral 
initiatives (i.e., oil spills, fisheries management, etc.). These considerations should be 
addressed as part of future strategic policy and program development. 
3.2 Strategic Implementations Plans: Working Group Reports 
19. As described above, the workshop participants were in general agreement about the 
technical quality of the EPPP in describing the current environmental situation in Viet Nam, 
and environmental trends. The challenge is to develop a consensus in Viet Nam about what 
should be done, and this was a principal task of the working groups. The working groups 
developed initial strategic plans for protecting, managing and, where necessary, rehabilitating 
Viet Nam's environmental and natural resources. The initial strategic implementation plans 
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developed in the working groups, although lacking operational detail, can still be used as the 
basis for action. The strategic implementation plans describe: 
a. what needs to be done to address current and emerging environmental problems; 
b. what the priorities are or how they should be decided; 
c. general guidelines for implementation; 
d. who should do it; and 
e. what has already been done that can be used as a starting point for future efforts. 
3.2.1 Presentation Format of Strategic Implementation Plans 
20. The strategic implementation plans formulated in the working groups are presented in 
a set of matrices, organized according to the headings described in Table 1. It is important 
to recognize that these matrices are simply a way to organize and present the information 
contained in the strategic implementation plans in a summary fashion. 
21. While effort was made to achieve consistency across working groups, the content of 
the working group discussions differed somewhat and these differences are reflected in the 
content of the presentations below. The Natural Resource and Urban and Industrial Pollution 
working groups identified specific Program Objectives and Components, while the Institutional 
Development working group identified important administrative, organizational, and 
institutional constraints to and opportunities for effective delivery of environmental programs. 
All working groups, however, provided recommendations for priorization, implementation, and 
responsibilities; they also identified existing initiatives to be used as a basis for action. 
3.3 Natural Resources Program 
3.3.1 Environmental Program Objectives and Program Components 
22. The EPPP contains nine major objectives for the Natural Resources Program, in two 
main areas. These objectives were collapsed, through workshop discussions, to six major 
Program Objectives for a Natural Resources Program, as presented in Table 2. In addition, 
each of these Program Objectives contains a number of important Program Components 
which set out the major steps by which the Objectives will be achieved: 
Program Objective: Demarcate, protect and manage upland conservation forests for 
biodiversity and watershed protection 
a. Select areas of high biodiversity and watershed value for 
protection 
b. Within selected conservation forests, implement protection and 
management plans 
c. Establish and develop buffer zones surrounding conservation 
areas 
d. Improve institutional capacity to plan, monitor and implement the 
program components 
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Table 1: Presentation format for strategic implementation plans. The items on the left are the 
elements of the strategic plans developed by the working groups, and the items on the right 
are the elements of the matrices contained in Tables 3, 4, and 5 which describe these 
implementation plans. 
WHAT NEEDS TO BE 
DONE? 
PRIORITIES FOR ACTION 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 
WHO SHOULD DO IT 
WHAT HAS BEEN DONE 
SO FAR 
Environmental Program Objectives. The material in the EPPP 
was used as the starting point for defining these objectives; this 
material was modified according to the recommendations of the 
working groups based largely on additional information and 
changes in circumstances within Viet Nam in the past one and a 
half years. It should be noted that the objectives represent a 
significant step in narrowing the wide range of environmental 
issues that could be addressed to a set of priority objectives. 
Environmental Program Components. These identify what 
needs to be done in order to achieve the Environmental 
Program Objectives. 
Proposed Activities. These are the details of the 
Environmental Program Components. While they can be 
thought of as separate, distinct studies, technical assistance, or 
investments, they are not intended to be comprehensive; 
considerable work remains to be done in the area of specific 
project and technical assistance definition and preparation. 
Guiding Principles identify some of the measures already 
taken, stakeholders in the process, or critical elements to be 
considered in the further development of a preparatory 
framework. 
Proposed Sites/Criteria for Site Selection either lists the 
priority locations identified by the working groups or, where 
information was lacking, proposes criteria for determining priority 
sites. 
Sequencing provides recommendations for project 
implementation, given the proposed sites, the nature of the 
project or technical assistance to be executed, and takes 
account of existing initiatives and studies, particularly regional 
and sectoral master plans. 
Responsible agencies are listed without determining specific 
institutional roles and responsibilities. 
Status identifies which agencies have completed or are involved 
in assistance projects related to the program component. This 
list will need elaboration if maximum benefit is to be gained from 
previous and current initiatives. 
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Table 2: Environmental Program Objectives for Natural Resources. 
Objective in EPPP Proposed Program Objective Comments 
FOREST PROTECTION AND BARREN LAND REHABILITATION 
A. Demarcate, protect and manage 
upland conservation forests 
1. Demarcate, protect and manage 
upland conservation forests for 
biodiversity and watershed 
protection 
Reflects the greater number of 
purposes for retaining upland 
conservation forests. Activities 
include technical assistance for 
project design and implementation 
(Objective C in EPPP) 
B. Develop and improve livelihood 
and income-generating potential 
in the hill areas or upper 
watersheds 
C. Institutional Development 
D. Reduce the demand for wood as 
fuel and improve energy 
efficiency 
E. Restrictions to prevent severe 
erosion and consequent siltation 
of dams 
2. Develop and improve livelihood 
and income-generating potential 
in the hill areas or upper 
watersheds 
3. Reduce the demand of wood as 
fuel and improve energy 
efficiency 
Includes Objective E in draft EPPP. 
Activities include technical assistance 
for project design and implementation 
(Objective C in EPPP) 
Incorporated into all other Natural 
Resources Objectives 
Activities include technical assistance 
for project design and implementation 
(Objective C in EPPP) 
Now a part of Objective 2 in proposed 
implementation framework 
WETLAND AND COASTAUMARINE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
F. Demarcate, protect, and manage 
mangroves and inland marshes 
4. Demarcate, protect, and manage 
mangroves and inland marshes 
Objective expanded to include use 
restrictions (Objective H in EPPP). 
Activities include technical assistance 
for project design and implementation 
(Objective C in EPPP) 
G. Rehabilitation of degraded 
mangrove and Melaleuca forest 
areas 
H. Restrict use to protect vital 
wetland forest areas 
1. Protect vital or particularly 
vulnerable coastal or marine 
resources 
5. Rehabilitation of degraded 
mangrove and inland marshes 
6. Protect vital or particularly 
vulnerable coastal or marine 
resources 
Activities include technical assistance 
for project design and implementation 
(Objective C in EPPP) 
Include as part of Objective 4'in 
proposed implementation framework 
Activities include technical assistance 
for project design and implementation 
(Objective C in EPPP) 
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Program Objective: Develop and improve livelihood and income-generating potential in 
the hill areas or upper watersheds 
a. Select priority underutilized barren hill areas with existing 
settlements for development support 
b. Undertake appropriate development 
c. Focus on appropriate technology transfer in hill areas 
d. Develop and implement land-use restrictions to save cropland 
productivity and subsistence livelihood 
e. Improve institutional capacity to plan, monitor and implement the 
program components 
Program Objective: Reduce the demand for wood as fuel and improve energy efficiency 
a. Expand fuel efficient cookstove supply and distribution 
b. Increase the number of hydropower dams, especially small and 
micro-hydropower units 
c. Expand production and sale of higher quality coal briquettes 
d. Improve institutional capacity to plan, monitor and implement the 
program components 
Program Objective: Protect, rehabilitate and manage mangroves and inland marshes 
a. Choose areas of high biodiversity for protection 
b. Within the above conservation forests, implement protection and 
management plans 
c. Establish and develop buffer zones surrounding conservation 
forests 
d. Protect mangrove and back mangroves in Acid Sulphate Soils 
from destruction and unsustainable aquaculture and dry season 
rice cropping practices 
e. Improve institutional capacity to plan, monitor and implement the 
program component 
Program Objective: Protect vital or particularly vulnerable coastal or marine 
resources 
a. Stabilize and rehabilitate sand dunes in the central regions and 
barren coast lands 
b. Rehabilitate and improve coastal dikes, especially in Central 
Coast with mangrove protection 
c. Protect coral reefs by designating specified coral reefs as 
special protection forests (marine parks) 
d. Improve institutional capacity to plan, monitor and implement the 
programs above 
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23. The details of the proposed implementation for the Natural Resources Program is 
provided in Table 3. 
3.3.2 Issues Of Program Implementation 
24. The working group made an initial estimation of priority areas for natural protection, 
management, and rehabilitation. A necessary pre-requisite to formal project planning and 
associated technical assistance will be a complete priorization of sites and provinces. This 
is likely best accomplished by an interdisciplinary planning team comprising various ministries 
as well as national planning and management agencies. 
25. A major issue with respect to Natural Resources is selecting the best institutional 
mechanism for effective program delivery. Two models were discussed. The first would 
have the provinces responsible for program delivery, with national line agencies and their 
research institutions participating as technical advisors. The second model would have the 
roles reversed, with national line agencies responsible for program delivery and local 
institutions serving as local technical advisors. Each model has its advantages and 
disadvantages; these are primarily related to knowledge of local conditions and local need 
(strong with local institutions, weak with national institutions) and technical capacity (stronger 
in national institutions than in local ones). Viet Nam will need to carefully consider and select 
the most appropriate model for environmental program delivery. Appropriate mechanisms 
for local involvement and participation of beneficiaries; and management and execution of 
the overall program or program components must be carefully considered. 
26. Different institutions are responsible for the management and protection of different 
parts of the natural resources sector in Viet Nam, and the expertise needed to resolve natural 
resources problems will have to be drawn from these many institutions. Integrated 
approaches will be required, and this will demand effective institutional mechanisms for 
integration (see Section 3.5). 
27. A secondary issue relates to finding mechanisms to take advantage of the many 
existing studies that have already been made in this program area in Viet Nam. There has 
been a great deal of work in this sector conducted under National Programs and through long 
term technical assistance in the forestry sector, particularly in the Northern Highlands. Use 
of existing knowledge should be maximized. At the same time, an explicit and determined 
effort should be made to use local knowledge in determining appropriate farm level models 
for cultivation. 
28. Property rights are intimately linked to proper management and protection of Viet 
Nam's natural resources. Along with investment projects for upland and wetland areas, there 
will be a need to implement an accompanying acceleration of existing programs of property 
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29. Not all of the scientific and technical issues germane to many of the proposed 
programs have been resolved. For example, feasible farm models may not yet exist, or the 
best method of rehabilitating abandoned shrimp ponds may not be well known. This must 
be balanced against the need to take steps quickly in some cases and locations to halt or 
reverse natural resource degradation (e.g., at the current rate of removal, all the mangroves 
in Minh Hai province will be gone by the year 2000). Programs will have to be implemented 
with incomplete knowledge. This fact will demand an adaptive approach to program 
implementation and delivery. This adaptive approach will require environmental monitoring 
so that unanticipated effects can be detected quickly, and lessons learned can be used to 
quickly modify and re-design investments and technical assistance. 
3.4 Urban and Industrial Pollution Program 
3.4.1 Major Objectives 
30. The EPPP contains two major objectives for the Urban and Industrial Pollution sector. 
These objectives have been modified and recast as to six major program objectives for an 
Urban and Industrial Pollution Program. In addition, each of these Program Objectives 
contains one or more Priority Program Components which set out the major steps by which 
the Objectives will be achieved: 
Program Objective: Review / prepare urban master plans with emphasis on 
environmental protection 
a. Prepare and implement urban and EPZ master plans for 
medium and long terms, with more emphasis on environmental 
protection 
Program Objective: Conduct EIA for new industrial / development projects. Implement 
environmental auditing of existing polluting factories either with or 
without prior EIA. Strengthen environmental planning and EIA 
capabilities 
a. Screen new industrial projects with high pollution potential, 
especially for foreign investment and EPZ 
b. Encourage investments in less-polluting industries 
Program Objective: Critically assess the environmental pollution of big cities, industries, 
and Export Processing Zones 
a. Conduct an inventory of particularly polluting firms prioritizing 
those likely to survive market liberalization 
Program Objective: Application of Market Incentives for Reduction and Prevention of 
Industrial Pollution 
a. Apply incentive policy via tax reduction or discount on budget 
remittance 
b. Gradually apply PPP or impose tax on pollution 
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Program Objective: Comprehensive environmental monitoring system 
a. Technical assistance to administrative and monitoring agencies, 
including scientific research and training 
Program Objective: Increase public awareness and participation 
a. Dissemination of environmental information on urban/ industrial 
areas in both public and private sectors 
31. The details of the proposed strategic implementation plan for the Urban and Industrial 
Program are provided in Table 4. 
3.5 Institutional 
32. The institutional development issues, and therefore the Priority Program Areas for 
environmental institutional strengthening in Viet Nam can be summarized under four broad 
headings: interagency coordination; EIA; national standards and guidelines; and 
environmental awareness (Table 5). The role and capacity of provincial DOSTEs, and the 
relationship between MOSTE and provincial DOSTEs is relevant in all four areas. 
33. Many of the issues described in the EPPP were valid in June 1993, before the 
establishment of the NEA. Since then, there have been changes in many of the institutional 
issues, as described in this working group report. 
34. Key problem areas and specific implementation measures related to institutional 
development and administration of environmental programs and policies are harder to define 
than problems of natural resource management or urban and industrial pollution. They are 
harder to measure, and they are issues on which different persons and organizations 
perceive different interests. In this context, it may be more difficult to reach consensus on 
action. Therefore it is not surprising that most of the group's discussions focussed on the 
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35. The task of the working group was further complicated by the fact the some of the 
participants were not aware of the recent approval of Governmental Decree 175/CP. This 
decree clarified many of the questions of procedure and administrative responsibility in this 
field, but it had been formally approved only about two weeks before the National Workshop 
and had not yet taken effect. The implications of this decree were directly relevant to many 
of the questions raised in the context of institutional development. 
36. Decree 175/CP has the status of a government regulatory order under the legal 
framework of the NLEP. It regularizes the structure of administrative responsibility for 
environmental management at the State and local government levels, consistent with 
administrative mechanisms in other line agencies. This means that local environmental 
management authority is delegated to the provincial departments of Science, Technology and 
Environment (DOSTEs) in parallel with that of MOSTE at the State level. They are entitled 
to government budgetary funds for the staffing of these agencies. 
37. This is a generally positive step, formalizing a new administrative responsibility in a 
field important to local development efforts. However, there are some implementation 
concerns in those large cities which had already organized their own Environment 
Committees (ECs). The ECs had no legal powers, but they were typically chaired by the 
Vice-Chairman of the People's Committee and reported directly to the PPC. This structure 
gave them a high political profile and direct access to decision-makers, while enabling flexible 
staffing from other relevant provincial bureaus. Under the new DOSTE, the Environment 
Service may be somewhat isolated from decision-making in a relatively minor provincial 
department, facing new bureaucratic approval procedures to its decision-making proposals. 
Of the four cities which previously had ECs, only Ho Chi Minh City preserves the structure, 
which is now chaired formally by the Director of DOSTE. It remains to be seen whether new 
informal structures for coordination and management will arise at the local level to replace 
the ECs. 
38. The recent approval of Decree 175 had therefore reduced some concerns but 
increased others. The decree represents a clear expression of government policy and 
introduces some significant changes in administrative requirement. Now there is a need to 
gain some experience with the new system before changing it again. This would be an 
appropriate time to develop evaluation criteria for the new institutional structure, and to 
design a system for strategic monitoring and evaluation on an on-going basis to provide 
feedback to the government for possible future refinements. 
39. A similar approach could be taken for EIA. 175/CP includes definition of provisional 
EIA guidelines and allocation of responsibilities between local and State authorities, and 
between MOSTE and line agencies. The guidelines ensure that line agencies cannot review 
their own EIAs, and formalize the EIA review committee procedure which includes experts 
from State agencies, provincial government and local public organizations as appropriate. 
The broad representation of membership on EIA review committees (which are required 
under the new regulations to include national, provincial, and sectoral expert representatives) 
should improve familiarity with the process in many government agencies and help link it with 
established planning procedures. 
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40. The publication of the provisional EIA guidelines has helped to resolve some 
uncertainties in this area. It will be important to evaluate the performance of the new EIA 
procedures in order to assess whether they ought to be revised on the basis of experience. 
In this case as well, performance criteria, information requirements and evaluation guidelines 
could be developed to help the government in this task. 
41. After approval of 175/PC, SPC and SCCI have indicated their endorsement of the 
formal EIA review procedures for all investment projects. Now it remains to be seen whether 
project review procedures can capture an assessment of potential environmental concerns 
at an early stage to enable effective response. 
42. The absence of adequate standards limiting industrial emissions is currently being 
addressed by the exhaustive review of many international pollution standards for both 
ambient air and water quality as well as emissions of selected pollutants. Standards will 
include technical guidelines for sampling, measurement and analysis of air and water quality. 
Existing standards will be updated and ISOMHO standards adapted for Viet Nam. The first 
set of new standards is expected to be ready by December 1994, and others by June 1995. 
43. This is an important step towards controlling industrial pollution, but standards are 
unlikely to be effective without a practical monitoring and enforcement strategy. Unless it is 
easy to show that standards are not being met, and there are strong penalties for not meeting 
them, they are unlikely to have any effect. Discussion within the working group pointed out 
that there are a variety of options for encouraging industries to meet emission standards, but 
that it was important that the standards be realistic and understood. Currently, taxation 
regulations which link tax assessment to capital investment provide a disincentive to 
investment in improved emission control. More consistent financial incentives are needed. 
Direct regulation of technologies for new and imported pollution sources (e.g. motor vehicles), 
which may be within MOSTE authority, was also discussed. 
44. Discussion of the issues of central versus local powers on environmental management 
recognized that some issues were really of local concern and were within local competence 
to resolve, while other matters, even though they occurred within a province, were of national 
importance and required State intervention (e.g. large-scale development programs such as 
the Mekong River system). Without adequate local staff able to respond to environmental 
management problems, complaints are now going directly to members of the National 
Assembly and on to the Office of Government and to MOSTE. But MOSTE itself does not 
have the time or staff to respond to all local issues. Therefore the most useful principle 
seemed to be to enhance the capacity of local governments so they could handle as many 
of these issues as their capacity to respond to them grows. Local agencies have requested 
technical guidelines and recommended procedures from MOSTE for such matters as EIA, 
industrial pollution audits, monitoring procedures, etc. The process of gradual development 
of local authority would be enhanced by continuing consultation and coordination between 
MOSTE and the provinces. 
45. Lack of information about new environmental sector guidelines and responsibilities was 
perceived to be a problem constraining effective responses to issues in this sector. There 
appear to be few mechanisms for sharing information between agencies active in this sector. 
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It will be important for investors and State line agencies to be well informed of the 
requirements they will have to meet for new projects, to ensure early planning and avoid 
costly delays in urgent project. Publication and widespread circulation of guidelines would 
help address these concerns, but a more active public awareness program, particularly 
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4.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 
46. This Chapter reflects the views of the consultant team based on their involvement in the 
workshop and their personal review of its outcomes; therefore the material and ideas 
contained in this Chapter should be seen as a set of considerations for future activities. 
4.1 General Recommendations 
47. Much has been accomplished by the Government of Viet Nam in the past year: enabling 
legislation has been passed, MOSTE has introduced provisional EIA guidelines and is close 
to a set of pollution standards for a large number of environmental pollutants. Staff size of 
NEA has doubled. Every province and municipality now has a functioning Department of 
Science, Technology, and Environment. More than 800 EIAs have been completed, and a 
functioning EIA review process is in place. There is good reason to be proud of these 
accomplishments and optimistic about the future, with donor support for capacity-building for 
MOSTE and provincial agencies now firming up. 
48. Investment in and technical assistance to the environment sector in Viet Nam is 
increasing very quickly. Various issues, such as institutional capacity, coordination, and 
integration, become increasingly important with this rapidly growing activity in the environment 
sector. We therefore offer a set of recommendations below for the consideration of the 
Government of Viet Nam that we believe may improve the effectiveness and benefits of 
environmental initiatives. 
4.1.1 The Evolution of Environmental Institutions in Viet Nam 
49. Many of the institutional structures being developed in Viet Nam to respond to 
environmental management are new. There is limited experience with these issues, and 
different government units sometimes have different views on how they ought to operate. 
Such differences of opinion should be expected in a time of rapid transition. But in order to 
avoid conflicts which reduce effectiveness and coordination, institutional changes should be 
introduced in consultation between the key technical and implementing agencies, in a process 
which is transparent (participants can understand what is happening), accountable 
(participants know who is responsible) and responsive (problems are understood and 
responded to). This procedure will help to rapidly build the confidence of participants as their 
technical knowledge and capacity to act also increase. 
50. Appropriate institutional capacity is one of the factors most important to the success of 
environmental management and protection. Clearly defined tasks, suitable authority levels, 
and flexible coordination of different agencies are all important aspects of developing new 
environmental management institutions. To this end, MOSTE should play a crucial role in 
environmental management at the State level, but this requires recognition that most 
implementation of environmental regulations and planning will be done through other 
agencies. This will require consensus between agencies on goals, procedures and structures 
for action. 
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51. In the introduction of new methods and techniques, new terminology will be required. 
Use of standard international definitions for terms would reduce confusion to Vietnamese 
agencies just learning these terms and to foreign investors trying to understand Vietnamese 
requirements. An example is the frequent use of the term "EIA" to refer to industrial pollution 
audits (which are not intended to be environmental assessments, but only audits of emissions 
and technologies used). When adopting procedures which are derived from international 
practice, it is advisable to preserve international terminology and meaning closely to avoid 
confusion and to more rapidly train Vietnamese technical specialists (who then do not have 
to un-learn mistakes). 
4.1.2 The Need for Monitoring and Adaptive Responses for Environmental Investments 
52. There is urgency with respect to a number of the environmental issues facing Viet Nam, 
such as mangrove degradation, barren lands, and increasing urban pollution. This means 
that investment projects for these issues could proceed relatively rapidly. This is good, but 
it also means that these environmental projects will be implemented with incomplete 
knowledge. We believe that environmental, social, and institutional uncertainties in these 
investment projects should generally not be a problem, if and only if the Government of Viet 
Nam and its partners recognize these uncertainties and incomplete knowledge and form 
appropriate responses. These response should consist of two elements. First, 
environmental, social, financial, and institutional effects of the investment projects should be 
closely monitored as a part of the project itself to detect unexpected project results, both 
positive and negative. Second, projects should be designed to adapt to the results of this 
monitoring, as well as to changing social and economic conditions. This will demand flexible 
project delivery mechanisms which can make use of new knowledge and information gained 
from monitoring project results. This feedback from project implementation to monitoring to 
project re-design will be particularly critical to the long term success of environmental 
investment projects in Viet Nam. 
4.1.3 Environmental Program Delivery: The Need for Integration and Coordination 
53. The delivery mechanism will almost certainly vary with the environmental project being 
contemplated. For example, in the natural resources sector, it may be best for line agencies 
to implement projects through selected provincial departments and services at priority sites. 
For urban and industrial problems, which are still concentrated in a relatively small number 
of locations, implementing action will be the responsibility of local governments. Viet Nam 
has relatively little experience in implementing large, multidisciplinary projects and the best 
program delivery mechanisms will likely evolve through experimentation. Again, monitoring 
of projects will be crucial to understanding what delivery mechanisms are most suitable. 
Because of the direct involvement of line agencies and local governments, strengthening the 
capacity of these agencies to manage environmental issues will be important to success of 
such projects. 
54. An environmental project is not an infrastructure project such as a road, where relatively 
few institutions need to be involved. Environmental management and protection requires the 
involvement of a great many _disciplines and therefore, the involvement of many institutions. 
Therefore, the need for integration and coordination of efforts can not be overemphasized. 
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The fact that line agency institutions are generally not suited at the present time for this 
integration and coordination function means that the responsibility for integration and 
coordination will likely fall to management and planning institutions, such as SPC, 
provincial/municipal Planning Departments, MOSTE, and DOSTE. Appropriate technical 
assistance in project integration and coordination will likely be required. 
4.1.4 Environmental Training of National Management Institutions 
55. The role of national management institutions is vital to the successful implementation 
of any formal action plan. These institutions, such as the SPC, are currently best positioned 
institutionally to provide integration and coordination, and are the institutions with which the 
World Bank will be working for the foreseeable future. All parties would therefore benefit 
from technical assistance to these national management institutions in basic project planning 
and World Bank procedures, particularly its internal project cycle. This should be 
accompanied by assistance to these institutions in implementation of any formal action plan 
that is produced, so that Viet Nam can become more proactive in ongoing development, 
management, and review of its environmental project portfolio. 
4.2 Next Steps 
56. The results of this workshop should be seen as one more step in the articulation of a 
comprehensive environmental action plan that can be deliberated and endorsed by the 
Government of Viet Nam. This report in itself does not constitute the plan but, rather, it 
provides most of the elements of the plan and an analytical basis upon which program and 
project preparation can be developed. The EPPP document identified three key areas and 
a set of objectives around which an eventual National Environmental Action Plan could be 
based. This workshop confirmed the validity of the key areas and, for the most part, the 
objectives. It also provided greater substance to some of the program components required 
and the specific areas/municipalities in which they are to be undertaken. 
57. The Government of Viet Nam should act quickly in following up on this report. 
Conditions are changing rapidly and the information contained in both the World Bank and 
in this report will be quickly out of date. In this regard, the timing of the information 
management process for the purposes of decision making is as important as the information 
itself. At the same time the process and the quality of the decisions made must be based 
on the best available technically sound information. Therefore, if the information in this report 
is to have currency, the next step should be taken urgently. 
58. As noted in Section 2.2, the national workshop and this workshop report serve several 
purposes. This section provides recommendations for action for two of these: input into a 
National Environmental Action Plan; and input to organization of a donor conference on 
environmental assistance programming. As well, we offer recommendations on some 
important activities that are a pre-requisite to any further initiatives. Details on our 
recommended next steps are contained in Table 6. 
59. Much work remains to be completed if all the benefits of the November workshop and 
this report are to be realized. In order to ensure timely implementation and completion of the 
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activities outlined in Table 6, coordinated action by a number of different agencies will be 
required. This coordination could be undertaken through the formation of an informal Inter- 
Ministerial Working Group, led by MOSTE, to oversee these activities in the coming months. 
The experience gained through the management of this Inter-Ministerial Working Group 
would also be valuable in assessing coordination mechanisms for the eventual 
implementation and management of Viet Nam's National Environmental Action Plan. 
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Table 6: Details of next steps of environmental programming and implementation for Viet 
Nam. 
I 
Activity T Description 
Immediate Next Steps 
1, Translate Workshop Report This report should be translated quickly but carefully into 
Vietnamese. 
2. Formation of Inter-Ministerial An Inter-Ministerial Working Group is formed, chaired by MOSTE, 
Working Group to ensure that the required activities over the coming months are 
completed in a timely manner. 
3, Complete Strategic Elements that are not complete should be filled in, existing 
Implementation Plans information in the plans should be clarified, particularly Proposed 
Activities, Guiding Principles, Site Selection, and Responsible 
Agencies. These will be of use to the NEAP (see 7, below), 
national environmental programming, and Viet Nam's Agenda 21. 
Preparation of National Environmental Action Plan 
4, Comments to WB on EPPP A number of workshop participants stated that some of the 
information contained in the draft EPPP was either inaccurate or 
out of date. Revised data and information should be sent to the 
WB so that the WB can produce a final EPPP as the basis for the 
NEAP. 
5. Final requirements for NEAP The WB has indicated it will advise Viet Nam directly on what 
additional information is needed for a NEAP. The WB will receive 
this workshop report from IDRC, and comments from Viet Nam on 
the EPPP (4, above), and indicate additional requirements for a 
NEAP. 
6. Production of NEAP Viet Nam uses the revised workshop report (4, above), 
requirements indicated by the WB (6, above) to produce the 
National Environmental Action Plan. The NEAP is produced in 
Vietnamese, translated to English and sent to the WB. 
7, Dissemination and The Inter-Ministerial Working Group should present the NEAP to 
Presentation of NEAP important institutions in Viet Nam. Two sets of presentation 
meetings should be held: line agencies and key 
provincial/municipal governments; and national management 
agencies such as SPC, SCCI, etc. NEAP documents in 
Vietnamese (perhaps including revised EPPP and background 
data) to be published and widely circulated in Viet Nam. 
Environmental Donor Conference 
8. Prepare Background The NEAP should be augmented by a detailed description of the 
Document environmental initiatives either ongoing or being planned by 
donors. This document will serve as the background paper to the 
donor conference. 
g. Preparations for Donor The necessary logistical arrangements for the donor conference 
Conference are made for two-day donor conference. 
10. Conduct Donor Conference 
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ANNEX B: WORKSHOP AGENDA 
National Workshop on Environmental Programs and Policy Priorities 
November 3-4 1994 
Ha Noi 
Program Outline 
Thursday November 3 
8.00- Registration 
8.30- Official Opening of Workshop (press invited) 
Minister of Science, Technology and Environment, Prof Dang Huu 
Ambassador of Canada to Viet Nam, Mme Christine Desloges 
Vice-Minister of Science, Technology and Environment, Prof Le Quy An 
National Plan for Environment and Sustainable Development update 
Objectives of Workshop 
Overview of workshop process 
9.15- Overview of World Bank report: Environmental Program and Policy 
Priorities for An Economy in Transition (Choeng-Hoy Chung, World Bank) 
10.15- Tea / coffee 
10.30- Brief responses by key State agencies (written comments circulated) 
10 minutes each, no discussion 
Introduction of Working Groups for afternoon discussions: 
Working Group 1: Natural Resources 
Working Group 2: Urban and Industrial Pollution 
Working Group 3: Institutional Development and Administration 
12.00- Luncheon 
13.30- Working Groups Concurrent sessions 
discussion of WB report and comments from morning session 
15.00 - Tea and coffee 
15.30- Introduction of implementation framework and project structure by external 
resource persons. Discussion of implementation projects. 
17.00- Adjourn first day 
17.30- Reception and Dinner 
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Friday November 4 
8.30- Working Group discussions continue: 
Final discussion of implementation / project priorities and formulation 
of action plans 
10.00- Tea and coffee 
10.15- Working session resumes 
11.30- Working chairmen and expert consultants meet to discuss conclusions, 
project framework and strategy 
12.00- Luncheon 
13.30- Working group chairmen and resource persons prepare presentation 
materials 
14.30- Plenary: Three Working Group Chairmen report results of working group 
discussions (20 min each) 
15.30- Tea and coffee 
16.00- Plenary Session opened for discussion. Any comments not received in this 
time can be submitted in writing 
17.00- Workshop wrap-up and official closing 
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NRPE ,lcldresc:1.06 Trap Hung Dao.11anoi.l ietriam 
NA'T'IONAL Tt SI ARCH Tel.: (84 4) 261719 / 246000,'2 1 
I'ILOGIUNI1'ii; ON I NN'11t()NN11;1\`T F a.-r: (84 -4) 253482 -' 26 
Ref.: 
Some Remarks an 
"V I f:TNAM ENV I ttAMEN'TAh PROGRAM AND POLICY PR IOR IT i I:S 
FOR A SOCIALIST ECONOMY IN TRANSITION" 
1/ The Report is a compreshensive well documented review of 
current environmental issues of Vietnam, analyzing the 2 major 
aspects of the situation: green issues, with upland forest, 
wetlaud and marine coastal ecosystems, agriculture and arable 
land and related population dimension problem:; brown issues, 
vwith urban and industrinl pollution, including water, air, Witt 
waste pollution and special problems of the energy sector. 
The report also reviewed the developmental and policy 
for elabarntion of environmental program of the country in the 
actual period of transition, and starting from this the proposal 
on priority program framework, institutional anf legal framework 
for environmental action. The agenda for environmental action in 
the coming years with sequenncing priority projects and technical 
assistance is also presented. 
We believe tImt: with some complementary information and iden!: 
obtained from the on going workshop the Project could be accepted 
by the [tank, as well as by the Vietnamese GOvernment ns ,)S1 
official document for the strengthning of management of 
environmental protection and sustainable development in Vietnam. 
2/ We have the following proposal concerning Urban and Indtistrill 
Pollution: 
-- i n the S0s Vi e has had various urban and indu - t t i 1 I 
pollution problems in some important cities and industrial nrc:,Ir;- 
but the pollution level and dimension were still limited, 11uri1 ! 
the last 4 - 5 years the relatively rapid industrialization and 
urbanization hagnn to increse and to extend, 
- According to the forecast by governmental agencies, in the 
Coming years the industrial production growth rata it, lietlirlm 
could reach 15 - 20% /year; that of urbanization, 7 - 
Pollution gr.oweth in urban and industrial areas obviously will 
be the same or hither. Pollution control and abatement wi l 1 lie 
there an urgetlt and very difficult task, 
- For the efficient environmental protection and promotion of 
sustainable development, along with projects on Fool lution coutiol 
and aba temcn t , it is necc s8ary to e.s tab 1 ish and implement I 
URBAN AND I NDU STR I Ai. IWI,LUT I ON PREVENTION (I PP) PROD I't' i' 
-- Prevention caf polluuion in always less vastly, technoloi_ ico11)- easier, alter More effiri0111 to solution of pollution th,a.t hn: heen occured, 
f. 
r' 
N RPE Address:106 Tran Hung DaoBanoi.Vietnain 
NATIONAL RESEARCH Tel.: (84 4) 261719l246099,' 253390 
PROGRAMME ON ENVIRONMENT Fax: (84 4) 253482 / 26199.1 
Ref: 
- As an late comer in industrialization Vietnam could learn a lot 
from the experic;need of advanced, as well as of newly 
industrial !zed countries in IPP. Now, as Vietnam is entering the 
new period of economic development characterized by 
industrialization, modernization and restructuring of the 
national economy thhis is a perfect time to initiate IPP project. 
3/ The contents of the IPP Project for Vietnam could be: 
- Elaborate an IPP Stratery based on accurated survey of IP 
situation; 
- Identification of IPP measures, including: 
* Planning measures; 
* Legal and regulatory; 
* Economic incentives; 
* Promotion of cleaner technologies; 
Education and Training in IPP; 
International co-operation, co-operation between Government 
and related business, private and foreign sectors. 
Proposed by the National Research Program on Envir9nment 
and CEFINEA, LEST, CRES, CEETIA, EPC 
Hanoi, 3 November 1994 , i F_ THAC c.nN 
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Ministry of Education and Training 
University of 
MEXONG DELTA FARMING SYSTEMS RESEARCH AND DEUET.nPMENT CENTRE. 
Cantho, Vietnam 
Tel: (71) 21262; 34517 * E-mail: 1RR 1-CAHTH0PCGNFT . CI)M . * Fax: (84-71) 75474 
01 Nouember 1994 
TO: - D/C Le Quy An, Thu truony Bo EH CN va MT 
- Cue Moi Truong, Bo HH CM ua MT 
FROM: Vo-Tong Xuan, Dai Hoc Call Tho 
BE: Gop y vac ban bao cao "Car_ chuong trinh moi truony va 
Chinh sach uu tiers." 
---------------------------------------------------------"----------`----------- 
Kinh Cac Anh, 
Toi rat tiec vi co chuong trinh trucc nen 'kbong den du cuoc hoi thao vao 
bai ngay 3 va 4-11-94. Tu_y nhien, mat du ban bop boi, toi da tra nh thu thoi 
gio de doe ban bao cao cua de tai nay, nen xin gop mot so y kien de cac Anh tbam 
khao. Toi viet bang Anh-uan de qui Anh de tong hop voi cac chuyen gia WB. 
General comment. This is an exhaustiue work on all aspects of Vietnam's 
environment. I congratulate the Team for your effort in searching for many data 
and references which had been scattered elsewhere in the country. Most of the 
observations are accurate and the environmental action bas been impressively 
prescribed. With a little bit more refined, this document would be an invaluable 
basis for government policy on environment protection and conservation in Vietnam. 
On sedentarization program, it should, bane been emphasized that in reality, 
the results so far are far from satisfaction because, aside from the bureaucratic 
way of implementation, the action was coming from many soi.trces (ministries). 
There is a dire need for a concerted effort which may call for a unified program 
to be managed by an authority that can mobilize the harmonious participation of 
several sectors. We know well that rural development is complex, no one ministry 
can do all the works that the rural folks need. 
The danger spots are well defined. Forests: figures on shifting cultivation 
may be too high to be true, because the rate of 1 million ha forest loss may have 
been included the logging by forest statefarms (more than 400 in all) and the 
illegal logging. 
While cash crop production on steep slopes is rccommended to be banned, 
attention must be paid to the SALT (sloping agricultural land technology) is 
gaining popularity now in the northern mountainous areas, even with slopes of 
greater than ZOx. 
Agriculture and Arable land. Emphasize the fact tbat more dry season rice 
production in the Mekong Delta may not be supported by the Mekong low flow period. 
This would induce salinity intrusion to the estuary areas. 
Postharvest deterioration is a painful fact, even more severe than household 
storage losses. 
There is a great need to study opportunities to use alternative cropping 
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systems in order to improve farmer's income. 
Deuelopmental Framework 1 
The precepts. I support your thinking in shaping up the precepts in this 
sequence. Environmental factor pricing is a nouice concept, but eventually we 
haue to take it into account. But the exercises will be challenging. Enuironmen- 
tal awareness will also be enhanced with property rights. 
Watershed.-Forestry Management 
Emphasize on scientificallu accurate land use planning and infrastructure 
building before: bringing in migrants. The resettlement programs in the past were 
usually failures because resettlers did not want to live in a place of nowhere. 
The approach prescribed by the Team is sound and should be emphasized. 
In technology _transfer, it should be emphasize that rural credit, especially 
medium and long term credit is a must, and it should be accompanied by appropriate 
extension system. 
Wetland Protection 
The approach prescribed is very excellent. There is a need in research for 
alternative way to rehabilitate abandoned shrimp farms. 
Recommendation for oil palm production on acid sulphate soils should be 
reviewed. The Mekong Delta climate is not similar to that in Malaysia uliere 
rainfall is evenly distributed throughout the year. We tested oil palm for 
sometime but results are not encouraging. 
Urban and Industrial Pollution 
Of the priority actions, please add: a need for an alteY-native replacement 
for the'fislh pond latrines in the Mekong Delta. 
x 
xx 
I'm sorry for not being able to make a more detailed write-up here because 
the time is too ;short before I leave Hanoi. Howeuer, I hope the above comments 




Hd noi, yigdy 31 thfng 10 ncYm 1994 
M6T VAI G6P if CHO BAO CAO 
"CAC CHU'ONG TRINH M61 TRU'dNG VA CHINH SACH UU TIEN" 
PGS.PTS Nguyen An Litong 
Ph6 Chu tich Tdng Lien doAn Lao ding Vi6t nam 
Vi6n treeing Vi6n Bao ho lao dung 
Ch6ng tai da doc 2 tap "Irgt nam - cdc itct IM i clibili s4ch vd clutang truili ve m6i 
truong cho mot nen kinlt to xd h0i ch.il nghia trong thoi ky qtM dq" va theo goi y duoc phan 
cling di sau vao nh6m II, chOng t6i da tap trung xem x6t, nghien ciru cac chuong sau: 
- Chuong III : 6 nhi6m Cong nghi6p va d6 thi. 
Chuong c6 6 muc 16n va 39 ti6u muc nh6, v6i cac An de ve su phat trie'n cling nghi6p 
6 Vi6t nam, khuynh hhung d6 thi hoa va m6i trubng b Vi6t nam, 6 nhi6m khi thai va nu6c 
thai, 6 nhi6m va xU 1y chat thai ran, van de nang Wong v6i m6i trubng va nhiing de xuat 
nham ki6m soat va giam b6t 6 nhi6m. 
- Chuong IV : Nhlfng n6t co ban ve chinh sach va phat trien tao nen sit 6n dinh 
ngay cang tang. 
Chuong nay c6 7 muc 16n va 52 ti6u muc nh6, trong d6 c6 cac ti6u muc tit 4.39 den 
4.52 1a nhung van de ve chinh sach thfic My cling nghi6p va thanh thi, dinh gia nang 
luong, cac khuye'n khich phat tri6n cling nghiep. 
- Chuong V : Khucin kh0 chuong trinh itu tien: Vein de, phuong an In chgn va kien 
nghi. 
Chuong c6 3 muc 16n va 47 tie'u muc nh6, trong d6 muc C ve 6 nhiem d6 thi va cling 
nghi6p (tit tieu muc 5.45 den 5.47) bao g rn cac van de ve co cau t6 ch&, cac van de ten 
tai, cac chuong trinh d6 thi co ban va cac ke' hoach phoi hop nganh. 
- Chuong VI : Khu0n kh6 phap 1 va t6 chic cho boat dung m6i trubng. 
Gbm 5 muc 16n va 62 ti6u muc nh6 v6i cac van de ve cac t6 chuc m6i trubng, cac van 
de luat phap vu t6 chin thuc hi6n, quan ly hoat dung m6i trubng trong thbi ky qua do b 
Vidt nam, cu6i cang 1a su tham gia cua dia phuong va cac t6 chitc xa hoi v6i cang tac m6i 
trubng. 
Ch6ng t6i xin c6 mot s6 y ki6n d6ng g6p cho nhung van de lien quan den cac van de 
cua nh6m II va cac chuong dpi n6i tr6n nhu sau: 
1 Van de 6 nhi6m cang nghi6p va d6 thi la mot trong nhung van de quan trong trong 
cling tac bao v6 m6i trubng. Ban'bao cao da de cap rb tinh trang 6 nhi6m cling nghi6p va 
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d6 thi d nudc ta, vach r6 nguon gay 6 nhiem, cac nguy6n nhan lam cho tinh trang 6 nhiem 
th6m tram trong va de xuat nhung chinh sach,bien phap, cac phuong an lua chon va kien 
nghi d6 giai quyet tinh trang tr6n.. 
Viec rach r6 nguon gay 6 nhiem vii chi r6 nguy6n nhAn cua tinh trang d6 c6 y nghia 
thuc tien cho viec hoach dinh chinh sach, de xuat bien phap. O day can nhan manh them 
nhung y sau: 
- Tuy 6 Vi6t nam cling nghiep chua phat tri6n, cac nguon gay 6 nhiem kh6ng ldn, song 
vi cac chat thai cling nghiep (khi, nudc, ran) hau nhu kh6ng duoc xii li n6n da gay ra 6 
nhiem kha tram trong cho m6i trudng kh6ng k6m g] nhung nudc cling nghiep phat trinn - 
Bi6n phap giai quy6t chinh 6 day la phai bat dau tit ngay trong cac nganh cling nghiep; 
cac co so san xuat, d ngay trong hang rao nha may, buoc ho phai sit dung cling nghe sach, 
phai xit Ii chat thai truck khi xa ra m6i trudng. 6 day bao ve m6i trudng ]i6n quan chat 
che, bat nguon tit trong san xuat, la giai doan tiep theo cua viec bad ve, cai thien m6i 
trudng lao dong. 
- M6i trudng o nudc to bi 6 nhiem kha nghi6m trong c6n do chat thai sinh hoat, do 
qua trinh d6 thi hoa nhanh nhung thi6u qui hoach, vb t6 chiic trong nhung nam gan day. 
nguy6n nhan tinh trang nay c6 nguon g6c tit su thi6u y tMic, k6m hieu biet cua m6i ngudi 
dan; song c6 nguy6n nhan rat quan trong do su k6m chi, bu6ng long quan ly, nhat 15 6 d6 
thi. Bi6n phap giai quy6t tinh hinh la phai hhung vao ca 2 d6i tuong la ngubi dan binh 
thuong vii ngu6i quan ly - Van de t6 chuc, co che, chinh sach la rat quan trong. 
- Trong moi trudng hop, du chat thai cling nghiep da duoc quan tam xii Ii, 6 nhiem 
sinh hoat duoc han che thi van de xiu li 6 nhiem m6i trudng do chat thai van la mot nhiem 
vu cap bach, can duoc coi nhu mot trong nhitng bien phap che yeu de bao ve m6i trudng - 
Vi6c nay d nudc to chua duoc quan tam, kh6ng c6 t6 chic dii manh, c6 de kinh phi de 
cham to - Trong chitin luoc sap t6i, can phai coi day nhu mot nganh cling nghiep quan 
trong. 
2 - Bao cad da de cap den tam quan trong cua cling tac t6 chitc, quan ly m6i trudng, 
da neu ra thuc trang c6n yeu k6m, thieu dong bo, it hieu luc, thi6u can b¢ c6 trinh do d6 
quan ly c6ng tac nay - O day can nhan manh th6m: 
- Hoc tap kinh nghi6m cua cac nudc, n6n chang nudc to can thanh lap mot Hoi dong 
(hoac Uy ban ) qu6c gia ve m6i trudng, do 1 dong chi Ph6 Thin tudng hoac truc tiep TM 
tudng dung dau; c6 cac tMnh vi6n' 1a dai Bien cac co quan NM nudc va cac down the xa 
hoi than gia de hoach dinh chink sach, tap hop luc luong d6ng dao lam nhiem vu bao ve 
mei trudng - B¢ Khoa hoc, c6ng nghe vA in6i trudng la co quan giup Chinh ph6 quan ly 
Nha nudc ve m6i trudng va la thubng true cua Hoi dong (Uy ban) nay. 
Thuc t6 may nam tru6c day 6 1 s6 Tinh, TMnh ph6 c6 Uy ban M6i trudng vii da hoat 
dong c6 hieu qua - Viec sap nhap vao Sri Khoa hoc, Cling nghe va M6i trudng tuy da 
th6ng nhat duoc su quan ly, song during nhu ba mat viec tap hop Iuc luong d6ng dao cac 
nganh, cac co quan, quyen han va hieu luc bi thu hep lai chi c6n lai la 1 phang nam trong 
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S6 ma thoi (Bao cao coi viec tang curing Uy ban M6i trubng 6 cac Tinh la muc tieu quan 
trong) 
- Can phai t6 ch& 1 he thong thank tra ve m6i trudng manh, thong nhat v$ c6 quan 
he chat the vOi cac he thong thanh tra We (thanh tra an town lao dong, thanh tra ve sinh 
lao dong...) 
- Phai tap hop va huy dong tat ca cac co quan khoa hoc, quan ly c6 lien quan trong 1. 
he thong tham gia vao cac van de m6i trudng. C6 nhu vay mdi kh6i b6 s6t hoac trong lap. 
- Phai c6 chien We va ke hoach dao tao cho nude to 1 doi ngu can b¢ quan 1y, can b6 
khoa hoc va thanh tra ve m6i tru6ng c6 d6 trinh do va nang luc. 
3 - Do'i vdi van de bao ve m6i trudng thi cac bien phap quan ly va cac chink sach c6 
mot y nghia quan trong. 
a - Th0c hey ve cdc cUnh s4ch qudn ly: 
Tai mot so nude cling nghiep hoa, khi vach chink sach quan ly m6i trudng, ngubi to 
xay dung he thong "Menh lenh va kiem soat" (command and control - CAC). Tuy nhien 6 
Viet nam hien nay, Men phap d6 kh6 thuc Wen do kha nang ky thuat chug cao, chua 0 
bien phap hanh chink c6 hieu qua de giam sat va curing the thi hanh. Rieng 6 Nhat va 1 
so nu6c trong khu vuc do dau to de lam giam 6 nhiem cho cac d6 thi va khu cling nghiep 
rat ton kem non ho da sit dung cac bien phap chi phi (thue, le phi...) de curing the thi 
hanh, th6ng qua he thong huung dan hanh chink. Bien phap nay cho thay c6 hieu qua hon 
viec giai quyet viec kien tong va q6u to theo kieu CAC. Hoc tap kink nghiem d6 bon canh 
nhitng bien phap giao due va hanh chink, chung t6i cho rang chung to nen sit dung cac 
bien phap sau: 
- Thu le phi gay 6 nhiem theo hinh thite phat. We phat can duoc gia tang theo moi 
Mn A pham va tinh'toan den Man A pham nao d6 tien phat se bang gia tri xay dung he 
thong xit ly 6 nhiem. Vi neu chi de ra cac muc phat tit 50.000d tbi 500.000d, tham chi mot 
vai trieu 1a muc toi da thi vdi mite phat nay, nhieu co s6 c6ng nghiep cung san sang chiu 
phat mot vai ran trong nam hon la dau to t6i hang ty dong de xay dung he thong xit ly. 
- Danh thue 6 nhiem vao san pham: 
D6i v6i mot so mat hang can phai kiem soat ngay tai not san xuat, vi qua trinh san 
xu"t ra n6 c6 kha nang gay 6 nhiem cao (hod chat, nang luong, vat lieu xay dung...) trong 
trudng hop nay can danh thue 6 nhiem vao san pham da san xuat ra va sit dung so tien 
thu duoc vao viec phuc vu cho cac chuong trinh chong 6 nhiem, bao ve m6i tru6ng. 
- Sit dung bien phap "Ky fii - hoan lai" nham bao ve m6i trudng doi v6i nhang san 
pham c6 lien quan t6i viec phai huy b6 chat thai (do hop, v6 ac qui, thug tinh, 16p xe...) de 
han the chat thai ran cung nhu cac san pham phu c6a viec khai thac tai nguyen (viec hoan 
tho cho cac m6 da khai thac, tai trong rung, lam sach dau rd ri...) 
- T6 chin ky ket cac hop dong giao uric kiem soat 6 nhiem m6i trudng giua cac co s6 
c6ng nghiep gay 6 nhiem va dai dien chinh quyen, to chitc quan chung cua dia phuong 
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xung quanh. Bien phap nay do khong mang tinh phap the nen c6 do link hoat cao, khong 
can bo may hanh chink ma lai c6 hieu qua. 
b - Gilt Min I& viec quy hooch ctc Out cling nghiep: 
Hien nay chong to dang dung truck nguOng cua cua giai doan phat trien do thi va 
cong nghiep hoa nhanh, de quan ly moi truitng c6 hieu qua can het site quan tam den viec 
qui poach khu cong nghiep, phan viung, cap giay ph6p va phat trien cac khu vitc cling 
nghiep. Net chung can tap trung cac khu cong nghiep c6 nguen hod chat thai giong nhau 
de xit ly chung cac chat thai d6 vdi chi phi it hon; ban hanh cac tieu phat thai cac 
chat gay 6 nhiem cho cac khu c6ng nghiep khac nhau theo cac vung dia ly khac nhau... 
(nhu each lain cua mot so nude trong khu vuc). 
c - C( '711 c6 qui d;'nli decdc nlid dau tit khi AM tit mdi vdo cbc ngdnli gdy 6 nllibn cao 
phai ap dung nhung c6ng nghe tot nhat cte xu ly chat thai, trong khi cac co so san xuat do 
van de lick su de lai dang hoat dOng van duoc sii dung c6ng nghe phu hop vA kinh to hon 
vdi viec -lip dung cac bien phap xu li o nhiem b6 sung. 
d - riec xny ditng Miic Lieu chunn kiem .soft m6i tntdiig cnn dilpc xbc lop link boat, phnn 
dill sit quan thin cua xc7 h0i tdi clidt lttpng in6i tntdng U tt7ng thdi diem Whet dFitlt. 
Cac tieu chuan cho ph6p doi vdi cac nha may xi nghiep dang ton tai duoc Ay dung va 
ap dung theo cac giai doan, trucc het cho cac nha may ldn va cac co sd gay o nhiem Wang 
nhat, sau d6 and ring dan ra cho cac xi nghiep Who hon va gay o nhiem it hon trong luc 
dbng thoi bao dam chat the tieu chum doi vdi nhung khu vuc do thi va khu c6ng nghiep 
mdi xay dung. 
4 - Chung t6i nhat tri vdi each dat van de cua bao cao ve vai trd cua nhan dan, cua cac 
to chuc down the xa hoi va tb chuc phi Chinh phu trong van de bao ve moi trudng. 
Chung t6i muon nhan manh them: 
Suy cho cong bao ve m6i truing ]a de bao dam cho con ngu6i c6 mot moi trudng 
song tot dep, tien nghi, an town - Do vay bao ve moi trudng la vi con ngudi, do con ngudi 
va duoc thuc hien b6i con ngudi - Nhiem :-u bao ve moi trudng la nhiem vu cua town dan. 
Boi vay t6i rat tan tMnh vdi y kien 1a qu n chung nhan dan phai c6 "quyen duoc Net" va 
"quyen duoc thaln gia", quyen chu clong trong cong tac bao v6 m6i trudng - Can dac biet 
nhan manh c6ng tac th6ng tin, tuyen truyen giao duc, t6 chuc tap hop luc luong de thuc 
hien cac hoat d¢ng phong phu bao ve mOi trudng - Nhieu nude tren the gidi lam tot viec 
nay - Chung to can hoc tap va cung c6 du lieu kien de thus hien dieu d6. 
- Cac down the xa hoi, cac to chuc phi Chinh phu can c6 vai tr6 va vi tri trong c6ng tac 
bao ve moi trudng - Can c6 hinh thuc to chuc tap hop va co the hop li de cho cac down 
the va t6 chuc nay tham gia vao cac hoat Ong bao ve m6i trudng. M6i mot to chuc c6 vi 
tri, vai tr6 va do"i tuong tap hop khac nhau, do d6 ho se tham gia vao nhung mat hoat 
d¢ng phu hop vdi dac didm va doi tuong rna ho van dung - Dieu d6 cang lam phong phu 
them cho cac hoat ding, phu khap duoc rnoi doi Wong de Iam tot hon cong tac bao ve 
m6i trudng 6 nude ta. Chung toi muon nhrn manh them o day su can thiet phai chong to 
Wong cuc bo, muon thau t6m quyen loi vii quyen luc vi loi ich rieng, Iam han the su d6ng 
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g6p cua cac co quan, to ch0c x5 h6i, han the sti phat tridn cua phong trio quip chung biro 
ve m0i truiSng. 
- Rieng doi v6i tO ch0c Cling down Viet nam ma doi tuong tap hop c6a 116 la tat ca 
nhi:tng ngubi lao d6ng tritc ti6p san xuat va d6i ngo can b6 quan ly, can b6 khoa hoc ky 
thu0t, c6 mot vai tr6 quan trong trong c()ng tac bao ve m6i truiSng, dac biet doi v6i viec 
chong 6 nhiem m6i truZ5ng - TG chuc Cling down c6 trach nhiem giao duc, vin d6ng ngubi 
cong nhan, lao long, cac can b6 khoa hoc ky thuat trong cac co so san xuat vita lam tot 
viec cai thien m6i truong lao long, vita lam tot viec thu bat, xu li cac chat thai c6ng nghiep 
do g6p phan bao ve m6i truing xung quanh. Cling down cung van d6ng down vien 1a cac 
nha quan li, cac can bo khoa hoc ky thuat trong cac co quan c6 lien quan g6p phan xay 
dung chinh sach, de xuat bien phap, thanh kidm tra ve m6i truiSng. D6c biet do Nha nu6c 
giao quan ly Vien nghien cuu KHKT Bao ho lao d6ng vdi cac phong thi nghiem va doi 
ngu can bo chuyen m6n, Cling down c6 trach nhiem va dieu kien de d6ng g6p vao viec 
than gia xay ditng chinh sach, nghien cuu va itng dung cac bien phap KHKT, to chuc 
tuyen truyen huan luyen ve phong chong 6 nhiem m6i truong lao d6ng n6i chung. Dong 
thbi cong can tang curing them tiem lttc cho Vien de' c6 the ngay cang lam tot hon nhiem 
vu la m6t Vien nghien citu Quoc gia dau ngiinh ve an town va v6 sinh lao d6ng, bao ve m6i 
truong. 
Chung t6i danh gia cao tai lieu nay - DAy la tap tai lieu phong phu, nhieu thong tip, 
dua ra nhitng chinh sach, giai phap, kien nghi phong phu lam co so quan trong cho viec 
xem xet dau tu, phat tridn sit nghiep bao ve m6i truong 6 Viet nam. Tuy nhien tai lieu viet 
dai, c6 mot so cho trung lip, lam cho ngubi doc kh6 nam bat duoc van de cot IN, trong 
tam. Chung t6i de nghi nen c6 m6t tai lieu t6m tat kem theo de' gi6p nguoi doc M thong 
va nam bat duck nhung van de chu yeu va trong tam. 
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UY BAN NHAN DAN,rP HA NOI CONG HOA XA HOI CHO NGHIA VILT NAM 
SO KHOA HOC CONG NGHL D6c lap - Tu do - Hanh phtic. 
VA MOI TRtf6NG HA NOI ----------------------------- 
S6 : vZV / KH - CN - MT Ha nor, nghy 26 than; 10 nam 1994 
V/v.: G61) y ve danh gia moi trubng 
Kinh g6i : BO KHOA HOC CONG NGHE VA MOI TRUONG 
Duorc su uy nhiem cua Uy ban Nhan dan Thanhh pho , So' Khoa hoc Cling nghe va M61 
trucmg Ha n6i da nghion ciru tap tai lieu " Cac chuong tranh moi trucrng va chinh sach uu tien " 
do Ngan hang the gidi ( WB ) ph6i hop v6i B6 Khoa hoc Cbng nghe va M61 truang bien scan. 
Day la m6t cling trinh khoa hoc d6 s6, nghiem tuc. Nhung thcri gian doc va nghien cuu qua 
ngan. Do yeu cau cap belch cua B6, chung t6i xin c6 m6t s6 y kien budc cfau nhu sau 
Day la c6ng trinh nghien cdu khoa hoc clau tien ve- m6i truorng trong pham vi town qu6c. 
Noi dung nghien cult rat r6ng va rat sau. Viec nghien cuu va bien s-oan nghiem tuc, ty my. 
Clung t6i het suc vui mung khi c6 dude m6t ban danh gia ty my nhu the nay. Nhirng s6 lieu ma 
bao cao de cap den la nhfrng s6 lieu tin cay, phan anh day d6 thuc trang m6i trubng 6 nu6c ta. 
Nhan dan chung to c6 cau ' Rung vang, be bac ". Nhung c6 1e cau n61 nay chi c6n trong 
kha Mid ma th6i. Do dot ray, pha rung, do khi thac bira b5i,c6ng voi su tan pha cua chitin tranh 
da pha hoai K5u het cac rung, huy diet cac loaf d6ng vat hoang dai lam cho rung cua chung to tir 
chiem 67% tong then tich nam 1943 nhung den nam 1991 chi con lai 29%. 
Rieng hai nam 1992 - 1993 6 13 tinh ven bien to Bac bb cfen Binh thuan da xay ra 386 vu 
clay rung, thieu trui 2867 ha bao g6m rung tr6ng va rung to nhien. 
D6 la mot trong nhung nguyen nhan 1anl giam sut vA-iet rung, anh huong xau den tinh da 
ding sinh vat, do phi nhieu cua dat va suc sinh san cua rung. Rung mat thi dat bi x6i m6n, cac 
hat gi6ng trong dat bi pha hoai, cac he sinh thai bi mat can bang keo theo nhieu -tai bien thien 
nhi6n. , 
Ban bao cao da de cap kha phong phu ve tinh Kinh m6i trtrbng cua ca nu6c. Nhung khong 
the c6 dieu kien di qua sau, nhan day chung t6i xin bo sung them tinh hinh moi truang Ha n6i 
do ket qua dat dugc cua nhieu nam nghien cuu : 
N61 dung ch6 yeu dieu tra tai nguyen khi hau bao g6m 
1. Xac dinh loai klli hau va dac diem cc ban cua n6. 
2. Danh gia dieu kien khi hau co ban, nhung thuan loci va koong thuan loi c6a khi hau d051 
v6i cac d6i tuang san xuat, doi song va cac hoat d6ng kinh to xa h6i. 
3. Kien nghi phucmg huung khai thac sir dung tai nguyen khi hau. 
* Ket qua dieu tra cho tllay 
Lucmg buc xa tong c6ng, buc xa true tiep chi 6-114 1 
Nghia la moi nain Ha not c6 khoang 53- Kcal / cm'- bdc xa true tiep to neat trai chieu 
xu6ng mat dat. LLrong buc xa klluy6ch tan chiem 59 % tong luong buc xa, bang 75 Kcal / cm2. 
Buc xa khuyech tan trong m6a he l6n horn mua dong, song chenh lech khOm-, 16n nhu buc xa true 
ti6p. Hang nam, Ha not co khoang 1600 gi6' nang. Thing 5 nhieu nam, nhit, c6 treii 200 gio 
cac thing 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 co tin 160 - 180 giay. Mina d6ng thing 11 va 12 c6 tren 100 gib. Cie thing 
khac trong nam co khoang 100 gib. Trong do it nang nhat 1a thing 1 va thliang 3, chi co khoang 
50 gib. Nhiet d6 trung binh h khu vtrc Ha n6i khoang 16 - 24tl C. Tri s6 Wang mua trung binh 
hang nam khoang 1400 - 2400 mm. Tuy nhien, trong thuc te, luang mua hang nam khac nhieu so 
v6i tri sd trung binh. Nhung nam mua nhieu c6 the t6i 1700 - 2000 mm r nhung vbng it mua, va 
2800 - 3000 mm. o nhung vbng mua nhieu. Nhung nam mua it, luong mua chi dat 1000 - 1200 
mm & nhung vbng it mua va 1200 - 1400 rnm cr vbng mua nhieu. Ve tai nguyen nu6c, ket qua 
dieu tra cho thay : Ha n61 nam trong m6t tam giac chin cua he thong s6ng lrn Viet nam. Vbng 
trung Ha n6i la dia ban duac tao thanh bang nhung dirt gay sau : trung tam va ria. Dirt gay trung 
tam chay theo s6ng bong duri 1rp de td. Vung trung dugc lap day tang set cat Meogen de td nam 
tren nen tien Cambri. Tang day trung binh thay doi tir 30 - 90 m. 
TAng chda nude did nhat o day nam trong tram tich Aluvi hien dal va tuoi he thur to tren, 
i ram tich bien, vbng va ho, dam lay. D6 sau mqc nu6c Ur 2 - 5 m. Khoang phia ho Tay o d6 sau 
6 m. Tong be day cua l(Yp va 16p kep china nu6c thay doi den 6 m, ca biet den 12 m. Nguon 
cung cal, nu6c chu yeu 1. itua. Tang nay kh6ng giau nude nen kh6ng the cap nLrdc. Gieng khoan 
het fang nay luu Wang 0,01 - 0,25 1/ giay. Tang nude thin hai nam o tram tic,h Pleixitoxen giua va 
duri muc nu6c !inh o d6 sau 2,2 - 14,6 m, thtrbng la 5 - 10 in, d6 sau nhat den 14,6 m. Be day 
cua fang china nu6c 1aa 16 - 54,35 m. Uru luong nude thirbng thay doi tir 15,27 - 78,6 1/ giay. 
Dieu tra co.ban da danh gia khi nang ve tai nguyen dat. Nhung sau khi tach cac huyen 
ngoai thanh ve Ha tay va V-inh phu, mat khac do qua trinhh d6 thi hoa lam cho bien doi qua 
nhieu, vi vay chung t6i chi .-,in gi6i thieu tinh chat n6ng hoa cua dal Ha n6i. 
Dai b6 phan dat Ha n6i la trung tinh va it chua. C6 the n6i khoang 80% dat Ha n6i c6 d6 
pH tren 5, c6n non 20% c6 d6 pH khoang 4 - 4,5. Do d6 nhu cau cai tao dat cua Ha n6i la nho so 
vri tinh khac. 
- Ham luong mbn va da.m dat Ha n6i nhin chung ngheo, dac biet la dat bac mau. Do d6 
can bon nhieu Bu co va phan darn. 
- Ham luong P.,OS de tieu ngheo, khoang 2/3 dat thieu Ian. 
- Khoang 1/4 dat Ha n6i thieu K,O, dac biet la vbng dat bac mau. 
Ve tai nguyen khoang sin, qua tong hop tai lieu cu va cac nghien cuu ngoai trbi cua down 
dia chat Ha n6i cho thay 
Theo quan diem cua nhung ngubi lam cling tic dia chat thi Ha not c6 khi nhieu tiem nang 
ve khoang sin (loai binh, quy m6, trim vong) trong do nhieu loai binh co the dap irng nhu cau 
trurc mat va lau dai cho Ha n6i. Mot so to P binh khac can tap trung tim kiem va tham d6 mri c6 
the ket luan duac. Ca c khoang sin phong phu cua Ha n6i la : nguyen lieu gom sur, than bun, 
vang sa khoang ( va ca vang goc ), nguyen lieu hoa, phan bon, vat lieu xay dung ( set, gach ng6i. 
pazolen, cat, b6t mau ) va cac nguyen lieu phu gia c6ng nghiep khac. Nhung tinh hinh khai thac 
sir dung cac nguon khoang sin c6n l6n x6n, nhat la d61 vri khai thac nguyen lieu g65111 sir, vang 
sa khoang. Dieu do d6i hoi phai som quy hoach va d'e xuat phuong huung khai thac sir dung co 
hieu qua tiem nang khoang sin cua Thanh ph6. 
Dbng then vri dieu tra co ban ve tai nguyen thien nhien, kinh to xa h6i, chuong trinh dieu 
tra co ban cung da ding m6t phan Wang khi 16,n de danh gia tinh binh 6 nhiem m6i trubrng Ha 
n6i. Do trai qua mot qua trinh dai, cluing to chi quan tam den sin phacil, ma kh6ng quan tam den 
m6i trucrng. Vi vay tat ca cac don vi sAn xuat trurc day da kh6ng he trang bi he thong xir ly phe 
thai. Toan b6 nude thai cua sin xuat clew clua vao ding chung k1i6ng qua xu ]j . Nuc7c mua \,a 
nu6c thai di chung cung mot he thong. Klii thai tlu dua vao kliong khi ma k1l6mg, qua xir ly. Hien 
nay n6i thanh Ha noi c6 tren 1 trieu ngubi v6i dien tick 43 km2. Tren dien tick ay co t6ri 274 xi 
nghiep, 540 ca s& dich vu, 450 HTX tieu thu cling nghiep, 350 to san xuat. Ha n6i da hinh thanh 
mot so khu cling nghiep, nhung cong nghe san xuat plian Idn la lac hau. NgoM ra cots-co 20 benh 
vien, nhieu 16 mo giet Ion, hang ngan bep dun than, 11000 ho xi hai ngan va ho xi thung, 17 nha 
ve sinh cling cling, 316 nha ve sinh lien gia. Hang ngay con co 40 000 - 50 000 xe may, 6000 - 
8000 6 to hoat dong tren du6rng pho. 
Tinh hinh tren da lam cho m6i trubng bi 6 nhiem. Tai quan Hai Ba Trtrng, n6ng do bui 
qua tieu chuan cho phep 4 - 16 ran ve rnba he, 4 -7 ran ve mua dong. Nai bi nhiem 4, 'GO c6 nong 
d6 gap 19 - 25 Tan cho phep ve mua he, 8 - 16 ran v6 mba d6ng. 
Quan Don- Da n6ng do bui gap 2 - 4 ran, SOy gap 12 - 18 Tan va COLgap 6 Tan tieu 
chuan cho phep. 
Quan Ba Dinh 66ng do bui vuy't tieu chuan cho phep 1 - 2,5 ran, SOLgap 2 - 7 Tan. 
M6i tnrbn- nu6c Ha noi cung khong tranh kh6i tinh trang bi 6 nhiem. Rac sinh hoat 1800 
- 2000 m3/ ngay, nhung m6ri thu gom dugc 50%, duang nhien lam cho nudc ban them. Tong 
luang nudc thai moi ngay cua Ha noi la 300.000 m3, trong do 85 000 - 90 000 m31a nu6c thai 
cling nghiep, dugc phan bo nhu sau : 
Song Kim nguu nhan 85 000 - 100 000 m3/ ngay, song Set 60 000 - 65 000 m3/ ngay, 
song Ur 45 Q00 - 50 000 m3/ ngay, song To lick 120 000 - 150 000 m3/ ngay. Cac dong chay 
tren d'eu nhap vao son- Nhue qua dap Thanh hot. 
Trong s6 20 116 cua Ha noi, cac lib n6i thanh nhu Giam, Van chtrcng, Linh quang, Bay 
mau, Ba mau,116 Tay, nu6c ban vuort chi tieu cho phep 10 ran. Cac 116 khac cung dang trong qua 
trinh bi 6 nhiem nang. 
Hien tai, n6ng do cac chat ban, chat to lung, hoac BOD5 gap 5 - 20 Tan tieu chuan cho 
phep. 
* Ket qua lam gia tang su co moi trubng nhu : 
NGAP ONG MO RONG VE DIEN VA CWNG DO 
Lut ngap ung cuc bo & Ha n6i ngay cang tang lam tang muc do 6 nhiem m6i trubng cua 
thanh pho. Nbdng nam 80 Ha n6i chi ngap ung khi mua v6i muc > 100 mm ( can mua lich sir 
ngay thing nam t,Sq thanh pho bi ngap & mot so diem tap trung quan Hoan Kiem, ga, 
khu h6 Thuyen Quang, Nguyen Du, Nguyen Thai hoc ... ) 
Hien nay. Ha noi chi can mua > 50 mm 1a da c6 t6i 48 diem ngap ung cuc b6. Thbi gian 
ngap ung 1 - nay tang 1 ngay, tham chi 4 ngay 6 mot so diem. Trong dat mua thing 9 nam 
1994 cac khu vuc phia Nam thanh pho nu6c ngap tir 4 den 6 ngay muc nu6c tren 1 m. 
Ung ngap cuc bo la hau qua cua 
- Su thay doi khi hau tren town cau, mua bao I6c tang 16n. 
- Nu6c song Hong mua lu cao han muc nu6c song Nhue, thanh pho khong thoat kip nu I 
mua ( hien tucmg nu6c song Nhue chay nguac trong mica mua thing 9 vira qua ) 
+ He thong cong tieu thoat nu6c cua thank pho khong dap ung yeu cau tieu thoat chung. 
+ Tram burn tieu nu6c khong du cling suit burn lieu khi mua to. 
Tinh trang ung ngap cuc b6 trrong noi thank tang len lam anh hu6ng rat n}iieu d`en to 
xa 1101, 
- Pha h6ng duo'ng xa, cac cong trinh cong cong, nha cua. 
- Anh hLr&no den mba mang ven d6. 
- Dac biet keo theo dich benh sot, dau neat do... 
O NHIEM NUOC MAT ANH HUONG DEN DOI SONG CUA NHAN DAN VA SAN 
SUAT NONG NGHIEP 
Vung ven n6i thu6c huyen Thanh tri va Tir liens, ngoai sir dung nLr6c sting Nhue trong 
sinh lloat c6n nu61 ca. Benh dau neat, dubng ru6t, phu khoa ... phat trien manh or m6t s6 xa Dai 
n16, Td hiep ... Dac biet, slr co chet ca long trong luu vuc song Nhue thu6c xa Dai m6, huyen Tir 
liem trong nam 1993, 1994, ba ran ca long bi chet, so tliiet hai cho nhan dan tir 3 - 5 trieu dong 
m6t ho, tong s6 thiet hai do v6n cua Ngan hang Nbng nghiep cho vay la 300 trieu dong. Nguyen 
nllan cua su c6 la nlric song Nhue bi 6 nlliem,tllieu 6 xy, do nuac thai cua cac xa thu6c huyen 
Hoai dCrc chuyen lam mien, mach nha tir san va nu6c thai cua Cling ty Duorc lieu Ha d6ng d6 ra 
song Nllue. 
O NHIEM DO HOAT DONG CUA CAC NHA MAY, XI NGHIEP CONG NGH-EEP VA 
CAC HOAT DONG KHAC 
- Cac nha nlay h6a chat gay anh hu&ng 6 nhiem m6i truorng song nhi'eu, tieu bieu la Xi 
nghiep h6a chat Ba NhA, Nha may Scan. 
- Dac biet ding luu y den moi trubng song cua xa Bat trang thuoc huyen Gia lam, xa Vnh 
quynh thubc huyen Thanh tri. 
- Xa Vinh quynh huyen Thanh tri thu6c khu vuc trung ven n6i sir dung nlydc sting Nhue 
trong sink hoat, nl6i trtrbng song cua xa chia anh hung tong hop cua nghia trang Van dien, bai 
rac va 11 xi nghiep, ca soy san xuat cong nghiep 6 Van dien 
khu vuc ngoai thanh, ven n6i cac lang nglie truyen thong duc dong, g6m sir ... cling gay 
6 nhiem m6i trubng kh6ng khi m6t cach ding ke-. Ket qua nghien cdu hien trang 6 nhiem khong 
khi o xa Bat trang cho biet : hoat dong san xuat ncay trong timg ho gia dinh neu & xa hien c6 : 
1 100 16 hop hoat dong. Hang nam cac 16 nun« cua Bat trang tieu thuQOQQ tan than. 
Kh6ne khi b xa Bat trang bi 6 nhiem den nadc bao don,-, cac gia tri ve 6 nhiem bui CO, C02deu 
vuoft qua 10 ran tieu chuan cho phep, nong d6 bui cao 
-C02 6-15mg/1 
-CO I-3Jmg/1 
- S02 0,57 mg / m3 (tieu chuan cho phep la 0,5 mg / m3) 
Do m6i trubng kh6ng khi bib nhiem, slit khoe ngubi dan chiu anh hLr&ng r6 rang : ty 1e 
ngubi ma &h d6 tiep xuc, thcr cac loai klli d6c hai ngay tang tang)chu yeu 1a benh dubng h6 
leap nhu viem phe quan, ung thu phoi, lao suyen... 
Cung o Bat trang theo so lieu nghien cuu cho thay 
- Tuoi tho cua dan giant 
- Ty le chet tre tang ( chet dlydi 40 tuoi ) 
Nam 1990: 17 ngubi 
Nam 1991: 23 ngubi 
Nam 1992: 28 ngubi trong d6 c6 7 n-,ubi ch: t vi ung thu va lao phoi 
- So ngubi mac benh un;z thtr phoi, lao cao so vc7i thank P116 : lao 69 ngucn)chiem 72 %. 











T6n thuang h6 h2p trdn (VRS ) 
phuang kham xuyen thu6ng h6 hap quan Tac Chay Horn 1 lan Han l'an viem 
( nguai) xuyen dtrdi man mui nu6c mui viem hong xoang trong 3 
( VRI) trong 3 nam nam gan day 
gun day 
Xa Bat 219 14,8 10,6 10,2 8,7 8,7 38,3 45,2 8,7 
trang 
X5 Phung 201 8,8 7,1 7,9 6,5 6,5 6,5 3,2 3,5 
c6ng 
( d6i chung) 
De giir gin moi trubng, chung toi hoan town nhat tri v6i cac bien phap cua du an de ra 
a. Ngubi lam o nhiem buoc phai tra tien. Phai co mot he thong rong rai cac cong cu, 
phuong tien de thuc hien muc dich nay - moi mot cbng cu c6 mat manh, mat yeu cua n6. 
b. Nhirng tieu chuan cu the ve nhung gi gay ra 6 nhiem phai duoc xay dnmg. Tieu chuan 
nay ap dung khong chi cho o nhiem trong c6ng nghiep, ma c6n doi v6i viec lam xuong cap 
nguon tai.nguyen ( viec mo rgng san xutit Hong nghiep tren nhung subn doi kh6ng 6n dinh la 
m6t dang o nhiem giong nhu 1a do nuoc thai nha may vao song ho ). Su phan biet giua nhung 
lieu chuan nghiem ngat lau dai ( hoac nhung tieu chuan ap dung cho dau ttr men ) va nhung tieu 
chuan trong giai loan giao thbi doi vdl nhung nhan to lam o nhiem hien then, do vay cung rat 
can thief. 
c. Nhung llanh dong lam giam nhe o nhiem moi trubng dang co gia tri hieu qua phai dupe 
ap dung doi v6i nhan` Gong ty hoac nhung nha san xuk 
d. Thanh lap nhung b6 may kizm soat va xd 1y nhung trubng hop vi pham nghiem trong 
lieu chuan cu the ve o nhiem. 
e. Cac tb chdc chinh tri phai manh me (hoac phai xay dung ) de cho phep quan ly co hieu 
qua nhng van dtren. 
Can phai co nhung chuong trieh du an duoc lap ke hoach va chi dao tot de dam bao rang 
viec gay thiet hai cho moi trubng phai duoc xem xet. 
Ve cac du an quoc gia ve moi tnrbng va phat trien ben virng , ban du an da de cap rat town 
dien, bao go-m 
1. Chinh such dun so 
2. Nong nghiep 
3. Quan ly rune va luu vuc 
4. Tai nguyen nu& 
5. Quan 1y vun« bo' bien vit biro ve dat ngap ntrbc 
6. Duy tri tinh da dang sinh hoc 
7. Cling nghi7P 
8; Nang bran, 
9. Kie'm soat o nhiem 
10. Chat thai doe hai 
11. Dao tao -,iao due va ma r6ng 
12. Xay dunL, the' the 
13. Luat phap v chinh sach m6i truong 
14. Cac tieu chuan m6i trubng va viec danh gia tac d6ng m6i truong 
15. Cac chitin luoc va khu6n mau v6 monitoring 
16. Nghien cuu m61 trLr6ng 
17. figp tac qu6c to 
t 
vcli tong s0575 du an 
Ch6ng t6i cho rang sir chuan bi nhu vay la rat cling phy my. Song do ngu6n ngan sach 
se rat han che, ch6n`, to kh6ng the m6t 166 co the trim khai Bong then 75 du an tren. Vi vay, de 
nghi c6 chon lua ky cac van & cap bach can uu tien. Theo chung t6i, cac van & 1, 3, 5 , 6, 9, 10, 
13 nen ducrc uu ti6n xem xet truck. 
Noi dung chi riot cac du an da d'e cap hop 1y. 
TM. Sb KHOA HOC CONG NGHE VA MOI TRUONG 
Giam d6c 
PGS. TS. Nguyen Duc Khien 
SOME RESOLUTIONS ON ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY 
By Prof. Dr. Nguyen Duc Khien 
Director of Hanoi Department 
for Science Technology and Environment 
At present, the environment in Vietnam is being polluted. We are now paying 
for transgressing natural laws, suffering consequences caused by the polluted 
environment. Some reasons are as following : 
Consequences caused by violent Mars, indiscriminately exploiting and firing 
forests, un - planning development and the consequences of the fact that we 
have only interested in our products while have not considered environmental 
problems. 
Our forest area has decreased from 67% of total area in 1943 to 29%. 
Particularly in two years 1992 - 1993, in 13 seacoast provinces from the North to 
Binh Thuan there were 386 forest fires, destroying 2867 ha of area of natural 
forests and planted forests. These fires caused many disasters to people. 
Industrial centers in Hanoi are in municipalizating area where the population 
is high because of un - planning development. Almost factories considered only 
their products in design and build stages. They did not consider about 
environmental problems. Further more, in these factories, technologies are out of 
date, almost of equipment's were invested one time in 1960s. 1970s. These 
equipment's are in very bad condition, very old, out of date and difficult to renew. 
Wastes form all of factories, hospitals, research institutes do not pass through 
any waste treatment system, but are discharged into a combined system. Storm 
water and waste water are discharged into the same system. The water 
discharge process is very bad. With the storm level of more than 50 mm , many 
places are in flood, making polluted environment more heavily extended. 
Vietnamese farmers usually use night soil and chemical fertilizers to 
exterminate pests. This habits has contributed to pollute the environment, 
making food to be poisoned , particularly for fruits and fresh vegetables. 
To solve the above situation, the Government should issue completed policy 
on environment soon. 
Education and upgrading awareness of people should be done so that people 
can understand and respect seriously law on environment issued in December 
27, 1993 by the National Assembly. 
- Ministry of Science Technology and Environment should issue standards on 
environment assessment soon in order to use them as basis for monitoring and 
controlling the implementing of law on environment. 
- Strict measures should be implemented to protect the environment after 
issuing completely rules and extending to every social classes. 
- Person who pollutes the environment must be punished in economy. 
- Technologies, technical progresses to improve the environment should be 
encourage and support. 
- invest and strengthen infrastructure of organizations which have 
responsibility in monitoring and assessing the effects of environment. 
To control the environment, the first thing is to control the increasing of 
population. The population increases rapidly, this is inverse with the economic 
development, causing the situation of poverty, destroying the environment and 
creating many other social changes. 
The progress of improving people's awareness should also be considered. 
The object of social economic development is to improve the life standard in 
both spirit and material. The man is the motion for the social economic 
development. Continuously upgrading awareness, the man will get capacity and 
talent to develop social economy, protect the environment. 
At the same time with the issuing strict regulations of forest exploiting, the 
Government should strengthen to invest, replant forest, including to plant forest 
for wood, fuel and to re - green bared hill areas. 
The exploitation of natural resources must be control closely. Organization 
and individual who use exploiting mineral, gold mineral sand etc. have to plan to 
restore and rebuild the surface and its environment like before exploitation. 
Production unit and business units should have responsibility to treatment air, 
waste water before discharge into a combined system. But there is a fact that the 
technologies are out of date, units have lack of capital to review technology. To 
create conditions for development of production without polluting the 
environment in units, 'we would like to propose that the Government should 
permit the units to use part of capital that they have to pay to the Government for 
environment treatment. This part of capital will not be pay tax. 
To new production units and business units, it in necessary to have plant 
for treating waste and then they will be permitted to build. Imported technologies 
should observe regulations and be monitored closely with technical and 
environmental standard: 
-Imported technologies should have potential to develop in the future, have 
effect deeply and widely in many economic fields such as micro electronic, 
electronic automatic, new material, biology, computer etc., 
-Use indigenous resources of material. 
-Proper with people awareness and capital resources. 
Investing project have to include knowledge exchange, manpower training, 
skill training... 
-Have not bad impact to environment. 
The sustainable development demands reasonable , planed using resources 
without wasting in industrialization, without using Law of natural resources or 
badly impacting the environment. 
- The Government should build soon clean production centers, strengthen 
management of using pesticide, issue regulations of using pesticide in which 
some kinds of pesticide will be banned in Vietnam. 
- Any kind of import of waste into Vietnam must be banned including the kind 
of reusing for fuel. 
- The assessment of the environment effects should be implemented in the 
stage of planning and master planning to develop the area. 
- It is necessary to design and establish a national monitoring system in order 
to standardize the collection of data. 
- The environmental research is considered as a basis to create policy, 
strategy and law for the environment protection. Therefore, it need to be 
considered and invested properly by the Government. 
The environment in Hanoi, however, has some serious problems such as 
water discharge, waste and the pollution caused by the industrial centers. 
The Government should invest and help Hanoi City to solve the flood, 
pollution of water environment as well as to solve the environmental problem in 
the population centers of Vinh Quynh, Bat Trang etc.... 
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idOT t KlHsis 11(ilii V8 CiIIN1~i EACH Idol TRUUNG 
P(z C. Ngu.yAn Dub KhiAn 
G i4m dSc 
:;b Khoa hgo-gang ngho-46i trwo*ng 
V'Dt flaw, : t::y a8n,; n0i;p ahu'a phat trign, Nhtmb do 
Yt; a qia w la ghieia tranh 'tan phs, do vi;o khai th4o d6t pha 
rung tech bcc bai, d0 slr pha't trign kh8ng theo quy hooch 
vs do truck day clccing to chl quan tdm ehn phew, ohuxa quan 
tats: den v9a ( moi trixatig. V1 v4y ngcay nay chalng to da phoi 
tra gla Oho ear vi ph9ta quy lint tV rihi6n, h4a qua 
nO aua m6i truang b 6 nhie"Mo 
kim cla clung to tiY 67;' tong dion t1oh nom 1913 nay 
oho.; con .lgi 2g!. Rie^ng 2 1994-1993 a 13 tinh ven bibn 
tax 116c b d 9n `Anh da xay ra 366 vi okay rung, thiOu 
trji 2667 ha bao gZuc ri.'41g tLy nhitm va r6g tr$ng,. H4u qua 
cue chit cay, dpt rung dq du'a 19i biat bao tai hqa, 
bao 14t. 
Do v php"t twAn kho-ng theo quy ho9ch, non oeo khu 
tong oua lie-npi Au & vao vung d8 the hoe, clan otr 
(tong 4t'khao do qua tr1uh phat trite da khnng quan 
trice cMu to gihi quy9t mot tru'onE;. Htu het eeo xf njehiop lea 
xay ding chl quan tdm lam sao ao nhi%u An phaam, van A 
mo^:t trcr'cxng china bao 61c duVo cllti y din. lien nun tr t do 
o6n6 nj:ho qt'a Igo h4u, litu hat trang thiSt b dnpo dAu tir 
iapt 116a vao nhM16 n6m 60, 70 nay de gla 03i, 311 thoi) 
nhcmg cYua co dAtt kiCn doi mo"i. At ca ceo nha may, bfrih 
. vion, viori n6ljifi-i ccra Au kh8ng oo ho th6ag xir 1y oh9t 
no oho thL6 chum;. Trong 14o do ntron wue tYiai ua d% u xu V* 
va nir6c thai cuni di chum; ca^t 7i§ thotig. Vi^c thoat nucxc 
191 rat ketu. iua tr6n 50 1a nhi%a nai da b tran ngop, 
law cho. m8i truc*:ng da b o nhiAm l9i tang b lan tran 
nhanh chonE. 
N&Yig dan Viot Ram tMng sail xuot thunng co` thoi quen 
dung ph4n bto tuvi, air dgn6; qi'a nhilu thuoe ho'a hQa de trix 
di§t si"u ed"U 66'p ph'an lam oho w6i trubng b} 6 nhila, the 
pham b nr, duo, nh9t 1a hoa qda va oao rau %u sang. 
DA khto phVe dilh trgng no'i tr6ril Nha nuv"C can saw ban 
hanh odo ahlah saoli city dill A mo^i trubnC;. 
O a tihu, quan Vita gia'o 11JO0 risnta oao &Ifi try, da 
wq :i ngjrvi h iALi v*a th1p. h i6 ic ah inh lu t wni tritaq'ng 
do Quou 11-i 1jan 11 anli 
Nhung da co uv at- kieLi trfj, don daa vii a trio hi n 
ddng ln; t mni truo:rtg, S& nt;h UQ Khoa hgo-U6,ig jigh --ijcii trcrong 
saia ban anh ego ti>u ahuali *. cn3i truczig. 
;tau khi da ban 1ia?Zhy d!I coo quy va ph$ bion 
eau rp^ng d9ri taiif, 10p nhaa dint ch? r16 ta phai thi hsah c4c 
bin ph4p nglli6^ui nc4t da 1Lao v^ Mu^i trL mnL;'.' 
IIgUVJ fay a nhigui phai ahjii phqt Kin1i to. 
r 1411ixnL Ou"ll ; 1104f nhunc tion b ky cai thion 
iaoi truong An dupe khuyon khfch va ho trig Au to phat 
tri.An.' 
-- 'tk r:g tllo . """a-11 tt'ritr; cucriL (1161.1 to as ea v4t ohot cho 
aac ou quan w8i truo:ig Al i,i;nh dA kiaaa scat va dAnh gia 
duvo tao dp41U 01131-1 1361 tru"a 1L;. 
Muoon kid.ra soAt dupa u 0^1 trub'rig, n-a ti&n phai kigm 
,Boat dupe ear 6ia ' tuin6 d i so, i)an eo t'E;ng nhanh ee ty 10 
vai phat triari kii'di to, 64 t1ah tr¢ng xighQo -Aan Igo 
Yi'u,. ph4 hogi tnoi trunng vf'A' nhilu hioz d^ng xa hQi khao, 
D'arig thai phai quart Uta wc, Eating daft try, 'V phat trim 
kinh to xa` la nhaM phijo vl con nbuoi, tLng ouQe acing 
tiny, thin va vOt chZet, Uw4 nguai 1a dpnv 16to phait trim 
kinh to Xa Uhl. co kho-nG riguxlg nang oao dtin tr11 thl 
con ngu'ui Ink M trInh dp, tai ntnLz d th4a dad phat trim 
kinh to xa hpi, cung ,rbi:g A-i giu va bao- v§ a8i truang 
s6 I ong, . 
3 
Mng thai viva bmi l arch caa lu4t nk;hi8ta vb khal 
thgo riraEs title tzt(ra iuln tt.nL..' otxcnC. Au tLr vo nhfirih ohong 
kho:. phyc rMI&' brio V i^a xd d;;u6 khu ri:dii; dvrr:, rank 
kink dooinh 1t1y gt, oail nhanh chon6 ph-A xaah d$i trgo 
ri An 7.S chit ch; v1;c khai t'.-:Flcr tai 11gm1 i;a. iVguvi khai 
th4o tai ngizyCn : khoa'xi& rAl.l se khoalxc, Yang, vv. s pilaf 
co ©"rl t.llpi,ltqa tre IV I ia` t bang va rly8i 
no uhu khi khei then. 
Gila .1c,a v pail :-milt kind d.iurih phAi co trach nhiom xix 
1S khf va uiulrc thA-1- _chi t;viQi vao h& thong ohang. Nhmg 
limn ray do l ytc av ob lgi elitre co van. A da`i 
wai. cbrig :t hv. PA t:;so diWx ki a cho co cb phAt tri6n san 
aliet kh&L U-4 ci nhik wei tru'ZonL db viEh iffia niroc oho 
phep acs sb dt Vc sit-'r dpL tlipt phIn kink phi phai npp oho j'ha 
vao viva xLr ). jy m6i trume.-. l h6n Yon nay Ee kh8ng b 
6 -, -L h thu e . 
r111E%1L dci: -4 san xvit siizh dounh w6i nhet thik phai 
co pitrt'01I 7t; lj l;! e tlra.i. kh8lti- a 6 r1ri0nl taei truoiiC. uai 
11300 xd'- dvi, . iihtrllEf 0^11 zz ilv nh`v vao aui phai 
tuail. thti cac quy : df rih va abt u gialm chit ohe theo cau 
ti&u ofman v'8 ky t v9 mo^i trucDe : 
t%e;; tl ijv j 
. p v';40 phAii cn tiZia riLluL; ptia , tritri 
'tron,, lai, co tec ctianC edu nltAu 1Li, vLvc kinh 
to U111-f. vi' divll t&j diva 0 tvr d rlj;; hoa, vet lieu tatip ainh 
h9cp then 
t lieu tz'on6 zlucc. 
Phu i:Vp vai trtlrlla dp nan try vA dJ:bii ki§n van. 
:l p'ria co lt©nt lu9'a chuyA?L C;i.to tri 
tilI'le dap too nhan l;,pc ;huen lttyou chuycAn m5n va tay n lh1 
kl-t,3n& gas a nh 1 La w61 tr 
Viva phet tripn Vhn vmig do% i hai phai six dl;nL: ego 
ngubn 1Vc wv-t caoh hvp l;y, co ke hopch, tronh fang phl 
trang qua trI.nh ocn6 nch-ivp haft, kh8ng lath opn kilt tai 
nguy6n, stay thcai w6i true E. 
kha n x6o clue sore xdy vianL,; bAn milt c43clit t4ig 
V n !_y thuoc tr" P.-A tongs hf,'p. XAy (%ML, Q11 'c quy dtuh 
vs six "ijjfig trbuoc t.ru, kua tj,,io LB.'a ca 4t so tha c true oau 
kh6n Ctt1l C Eau' d4l.I a V'.i.Q t kiuta 
i hie:rl cgu1 vita uh4p p11g th. i veo Vi;,It .iafa dusk bit 
ky hLia-1 ttlrrc nn' o kA cd du., i dprig to dUrlg 10ca 1i&aytin lieu. 
K11 :. trracrl tiara vi^c citarlt~ Lfe tic d jag iu6i 
truoir, r.ronil, Liai iioQa l;op ke hooch va trOLL qua haQch ph4t 
trim vLang. 
An 1111. t ka v .: i, m ̂ t Y1 thong rianitorinc, gn0c 
ho,u vi^c tl p 11VI, s* liciu. 
uric r1L11i ': -VA- ar`;1 trucnh se c1irve xata nhux la 
coy sb cho v4 c. thiat 1} p coo c111nh saoh, all 1aT1 111,9-0 va 
lug t phap troni, 1. :1h vp basq v{ m5i trtxInE, Do do no dbn 
d aV'c Jim nuvcc quan tdm chi d9o va Au to thoa darg, 
:,i0i tviz,11L r,01,46 C1,10 tie n' hiCta n@@ vail t,6n tpi nhung 
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t; MA i trliting C j 1L 1x u . ! _ g . ,,, P. i 
(x)NG 110A XA }101 UPI NGItTA VIWI' NAZI 
" ~ Paz" - t ltiic, 
tia .h' i i r? t = ? t ha,1, 10 nam 1991 
TO Klio n hoc tong nghe va m6i.. tr 1zt)ng 
Tai lieu c.Ua hoi thj.c, dai, ,_}r; .ip 11}11111.1 'r_tl ,16vJ r t xif,' tick, 
nhullg vi th6i gian co h?.n ciiiing tr"i xin mrrt; sc y lien sau 
I- VE VIEC HE SINN 'I'}}t?T Rte BIEN VA I+.^T LAY (t.a>} I } 
l- vies sU duw; i 1+V va r- na. 'flagTq roan d f- rr6np Lhov r }h'i 
yiing Bh , Trung, Nam kha.c rlhal) JO r1 1 ki.Nrl t.tt fill ion }:Ylar. 11I)a1.1 
Vf tdi 1985 nhan clrin viine? ve 11 I,iF-n v, cap' t ch).1 k.inh te, 
quan ,-J,7i thtlijilg s1f dung f ]ni Jr5y ( tifc-- 1a c6c >ba.l cua song do x'hLl. $f1 
bcl i d6 p) ,4e nuoi thuv san nh, . %ua:n Z }i av ([I:,m H-16), Yen Howl, (Qua nc 
Ninh), Kim Sdn (Ninh Binh).v.v... v"`ti rile t-I'la Iri. lAn rn.hid tr--rln till),? 
san sau. cni v8. cay 16a. 
- au 1.935 gia tri t.hl.ly -x.11 t6nr_ nhaiih dc, :a"i.-t kha.u r rill 
tr'U"(' UL1.G'C vi 'J:-Y [lUC l tr 4114I V .Q1 ^f, }lle'm at)._i. cao va 1: O. 1;Y'lf'1 
manh &in ,16n mrt sc! r-*' g ngip bi tha.nh .]am, an ro.1ni c, n) rlh,i ,l+rr! 
Nha. Mac Hi-mg) va. clie'n hinh 1rt Minh Hai nhu t.__+i lieu cb neu. 
'- Ve ky thuat slur i 11 ' i la qua nn 
thap, phan 16n c:ac clam co diJ,)1 t.7_,:}l to 'Jai. 
ntidc ra vao dam ra't it. thLOng 0 1 
m%cbng) vi v6v viec tha.v nixf c thLicing xLlven 
nrso t hoi dan (rJ' viing sang) hoAc Ire pH 
can}) thong, n%±nn swat. 
011uc 46n vai tr6m ha. 0611P cle 
4. c;r,e:'20 -- 40 lia (kh' 1 16 1-4 
cho clam n1.6 i rat han chi: gr.1v 
giam clan, (viing chug x'hen ) 
nen chi sau 3 - 4 n6m dam na.v khc.'nc thi.ch hctp rho nuoi t6n1. 
mdn ma t.rong tiai liFu goi. lei thorti hoe., c"an hoac bo hrang. 
- Do cac phuc)rlg thtzc nuoi (guano canh truve'n thong, qu.anc carn}1 c:ai_ 
tien, ban thatm canh, va tham ca.nh) khar" nhau flua lai : hieu qua }tinh to 
khac n}lal.z va anh hltYng rat 1(in ,ten nltic 46 v, t.h(ti gian thoai ho,I. lain. Vie), 
nuoi tr6ng thu' clic san vOng r Vi6t Nam chua cc- ket limn chink xac 
ve sti qua.n he gitia phuring thug nuoi v6i hieu qurj. }:loll te. so; nom t}1C,%ti 
hoa cUa danl, cling nhU sU }:hoi phuc lai li.elz ki'n to nhien. mc' i trLic111n nhl.1 
ban sau khi , ALA rig bi thoai hors (.63a t.'rlc in!'. }=1av la m(' 't. vi"in ;1 r_ in 
co ket lu n de' dUa tr ' cd sr-'t .lo ma (--6 mcjt chl.idng thick hrJp oho 
nUdc. 
3- Tit truck t6i nay viec , phoi her giiia cac nganh n6ng nghiep, thug 
san, thug ldi, lam nghiep nghiep c6ii khoa hoc va quan ly, khai thac 
sit awig hqp ly he siiih thai bra biers, rung ngap va dam lay con rat long leo 
nen da xay ra tinh trang pha rung nu6i tom (rl mien Nam) cac dti an nuoi tom 
dap. de bao chiun 16n ca dicn tick cua du an trang rung sii vat (6 m6t vai 
diem d mien Bac). Hoac la thieii st1 thong What Xay dung cac cong lay nude, 
thoat w6c cua ca viing giiia ngur i san xuat thug san va lam thug lr i . 
Vi vay trong rac du an toi mong rang co sti ket ho chat the giiia cac 
nganh nhat 'la giRa cac nha quan ly va khoa hoc chuyen sau. 
Song van de clay coii phu thu(5c rat nhieu co khi tinh chat quyA 
dinh vao trinh dv va quyen han ciia chink quyen dia phuT-jng (huyFn, tinh) 
not - quan ly tr-Uc t iep dal ' Iai va melt nude. 
II- DE NGHI SIYA MOT SO Y, TV TRONG TAI LIEU ; 
1- Ten B6 Thuy san god ctrua thb'ng nhat We B6 Thuy san, l6c Bo' Hai 
san Hoac Br' NffL nghiep - Hai san. 
2, Muc 2.82. co ghi ."Car_ san pham ca 86 60 - 70 % la tiY nguon 
ca nuoi". Thuc to 60 - 70 % la tit nguon khai thac thuy san. Trong nganh 
thug san ng 6i to thi6ng not "San pham thug san bao gom t6m, ca, mtir_..." 
chii khong dung "Caic san pham ca bao gym tom, ca, mile... 
3- 11tic 2.85. Nuoi trang thug san chiem khoang 30 % tong san Wong 
thug san, chd khong phai "30 % tang san luring danh b9t pall- 
4- Muc 2.86. "Nganh nuoi, lay nggc cling long mqt vai tro quan 
thus 
tor 
of nude to hie_n nay vie_c nuoi lay ngoc Bang 6 
mo hinh thtl' nghiem, thaw dry. 
"San lttcng trang hinh hang nam ciia ngiion danh bat ca la 4 - 5 
tan/ha..." eau nay toi nghia vi tan/ha = nang suat va "Nhiing nguon Cr day 
khong co nghia". 
- DA tuc(ng nuoi long d phia Bac la ca tram co. 
- D i tucing nuoi b6, long d mien Nam la ca tre, ca loc, ca basa, ca 
tra, ca bong turjng... 
5- Muc 2.87. "Tiem nang ciia nganh danh bat ca phu... va dinh du8ing 
cho ca" ch6ng toi de nghi th6m :: Chu yeu la nguon ldi ca giong va ca bo ma 
bi danh bat kiet qu'. 
III- Day la mot tai lieu qui va s& tich ciia nhieu linh vile dich tir 
tieng nu6c ngoai. 146i chung cac tir nhat la cac t-it chuyen nganh dung chug 
chink xac va chuan. 
- CAC eau van chlra thoat y theo tieng Viet Nam, cau qua dai nen nhieu 
cho -rat kho' hieu va phL doc lai nhieu lan_ 
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PAN GOP Y CHO BAO CAO 
" Cac chtidng trinh T+mbi trrtdng va Chinh sach-r.tu ti6n " 
L6 Bitc NAm 
Vion Qui hotiich va Quan 1y rrutlc - Bo Thug 10i 
Sau khi nghien citu tai li,ou Cac chttdrig trinh Mbi trudrng 
va Chinh sach 9u tien " do Ngan bang the gi6i phoi hop vdi 
Bo khoa 'hpc CEng ggho & 616i trrtdng va cac chuyen gia thuoc 
nhieu bo, ngarrtr, dia plrUdng xAy clang, t6i co mot sd y kien 
dong gop nhtt sau 
1. Bay la bo tai lira tong hpp rat quan trpng ma cac the 
gia da dua ra co lien quan den rnQi linh vtic ve sV suy thoai 
nguon tai nguyen t.hi@n nhion ( chu you 1a lam nghiop, n6ng 
nghiop va nudc thai cling nghiop ) va cac sang kien bion phap 
da duck ap dung 6 Viot Nam cung nhit da xuat cac chink sach 
9u'tien nham chong suy thoai nguon tai nguyen 
nhion nav. 
2. Nudc la nguon tai nguyen vo cung quan trpng doi vbi ddi 
sang con ngucli - nguon tap nguyen riay cung dang bj suy thoai 
nghiem trQng do cac hoat dong cita con ngu6i va thinn nhion 
gay ra vi voy tai nguyen nu6c cung phai dLfoc de clip den nhu 
cac' l a i nguyen ktrac. 
3. Cac chudng muc non trinh bay ngan gpn hdn, ro rang hdn 
va co tai liou mink chitng cho tang h4ng muc de cho ngubi dQc 
d6 hieu dtt¢c nhitng.van de ma cac tac gia de cop den. 
4. Cac con so neu ra'trong bho cao can thing nhat thi du 
theo so 1iou dieu tra dan so n1m 1959 thi dan so Viot Nam la 
64.412.000 ngudi chic khong phai 1a 44,4 triou ngucli nhu da 
neu trong 1.14, con b cac chudng rnuc khac thi neu con 
so 70 triou ngrtdi. 
5. 'rai dosin 2-9-9 Them : it giam kha nang dieu tiet nguon 
nu&c tr,ong cac mua vao phari anh hucing moi trucing gian 
t iep 
6. Boffin 2-5 thay vao con de khong la " bang con sao la 
va ten khoa hQc cua no la Pseudoryx " 
7. Nen tick phin 2-9-f think chuyen muc rieng : anh hudng 
caa'vilc xay dltng cie hd dap An su thoii hoi caa rung trong 
do : anh h0ng trVc tiep la lam mat di mot diln tich rung 
khi 1bn do ngap long ho va anh hubng gian tiep 1a t4o Wng 
thug thuan loi cho vile khai thic van chuyen go d nhiing ndi 
ma xtta kia khong the An dvoc. 
S. Do4n 2-31 . doi &I cac vung xu vyt & mien Bic tit Quang 
Ninh den Nga Sdn ( Thanh Hoi) vilc xay dung cac dam khai 
Chic thin sIn la nguyen shin chink cho vile phi ring chit 
khong phai khai Me lay ch. 
9. Boon 2-30 dot an l An nginh " Sit dung lau ben vung dat 
ngip nu6c cua song Hong " trong do cac mo hinh thVc nghilm 
nuoi tom;quang canh, nuoi tom bin tham canh ket hop biln 
phip lam sink, mo hinh V.A.C, mo hinh trong lua chju mjn cao 
sin v.v. da thu dvoc ket qua Lot co the ap dung cho vung 
duyen hai vbi mVc dich bao An dUQc nguon sinh thii rung ngjp 
man, va dip itng dUoc nhu cau k inh t e eta din d j a phttdng. 
10. Them vao do4n 2-39 ve 
tram la cung cap tinh 
qui hiem cho y hpc. 
diu tram ( 
chits nang cua dat lay rung 
tram giQ mot nguyen lieu 
11. De biers va de eta song cua Vilt Nam la 3.000 km chit 
khong phi i 2 . 500 kni. 
12. Boon 1-23 ( con so chink xic ve song ngoi Vilt Nam) 
tinh cac song cb chieu dai hdn 10 kin thi Vilt Nam co 
33.60 con song. 
R 
Tren day la mpt so nhan xet sd bo - con cac van de We se 
bo sung tren hoi thho . Be nghj cac tic gia xem xet neu sit 
dung duoy co the dtta vao cho bao cio phong phu hdn. 
Ha Noi ngay thing 11 nam 1994 
Viln QH vi QLN - Bo Thug loi 
L,e Ditc NAm 
CAN CO CHII;N WOC GIAI QUYrT VAN DL CHAT THAI RAN 
DO THI VA CONG NGHILP 
Tham Juan tai H6i thao QuBc gia : 
"CAC CHIfONG TRINII M61 TRVONG VA CI-IINH SACH U J TIEN " 
(ngay 3 va 4 thing 11 nam 1994 ) 
KS. HO Sl NHIEP 
Gidm d6'c Trung tdm cling ngh f Yd m6i truing 
Cling ty to van XDCN vd 156 thj Mot Nam. 
BO XAY DING 
Con ngir6d dirgc sink ra, Con tai va phdt tridn trong m6i tru6ng ttr nhidn. 
Con ngurori chiu tdc d6ng thu6ng xuyen vd bi chi phhi b&i cdc di6u ki6n ttr 
nhien, khi hau, kinh xa h6i v.v... cua m6i trtrbng bao quanh. T2it ca cdc 
yeu to .d6 thong tic v6i nhau tao ra m6t the thong nhet hoat d6ng va phdt 
tridn theo thM gian va trong m6t kh6ng gian nh6t dinh, db chinh ld m6i 
trirbng sting. M6i tr&mg sting la t6ng harp nhimg di6u ki6n b@n ngoai cb anh 
hung t6i d6i sting vd su phdt tridn cua con ngiroi. M6i trLrbng song D6 thi la 
mot d6i tirgng nghi6n `cuu quan trong cua cling tdc quan ly vA xay dung D6 
thi. D6 la m6t h6 thong d6ng, phizc tap , bao e6m nhi6u plian tir c6u thanh c6 
ban ch9t khdc nhau. M6i str bien ddi cua bat ky ptian to nao cua h6 thong 
cung gay ra tic d6ng day chuy'dn tr6n todn b6 h6 thong. O nhi8m m6i trLrbng, 
dac bi6t ld 6 nhi@m gay ra b&i tirih trang d dong chet.thai ran d6 thi, chinh ld 
m6t trong nhiing nguy6n nhan chu yeu lam suy giam chSt lirgng m6i trtrbng 
s8ng, han the six phdt tridn Han virng cua cdc D6 thi. 
Vi6c chSt thai fon dong luu cCru lau ngay trong cdc d6 thi dAn den hang loat 
hau qua ti6u circ d6i vdi con ngtr6i va m6i sinh, Min 6 nhi8m vdn duc m6i 
trubng sting cua con ngir6ri, tham chi dua t6i nhimg tran dich b6nh & pham vi 
lay Ian r6ng, quy m6 16n kh6 cb th@ dap tat dirgc. Ngoai ra con lain cho vi6c 
quan chdng het sac kh6 khan phdc tap : d6i ngu lao d6ng cua cdc don vi lain 
v6 sinh d6 thi phai tien harsh thu gom, van chuy@n, ch(ra va Vr ly chdng trong 
m6i trirbng d6c hai vira anhh hir6ng den sde khoe vita thieu van minh v.v... 
Vi6c kh6ng x6 ly kip th6ri chat thai ran d6 thi vd khu cling nghi@p dd lai 
m6t hau quua nang n6. Dac bi6t & ntrdc ta, cdc d6 thi phi Ln 16n la d6 thi cu vd 
c6, dan cir d6 thi tang nhanh mot cdch d6t bien khdch vang lai nhi6u co s& ha 
fang d6 thi cu ky va bi hir hang nhirsu do chitin tranh. 
Vi6c'phdt tri@n d6 thi c6n chap vd, kh6ng d6ng b6, c6ng tdc xay dung, sdc 
china, coi n6i xay ra ph6 bien va thirbng ngay. Cdc xi nghi6p hau het sir dung 
c6ng ngh6 lac hau v.v.-..n6n chSt thai ran d6 thi M thLrc sir tr& thdnh hidm hoa 
gay 6 nhiem m6i tri.rbng d6 thi Anh htr6ng t6i sic khoe cua nMn din. 
1 
Do d6 da d6n luc Nha nu6c va chinh quyen cac d6 thi phai h6t sdc quan 
lam, dAu tir, cai tao m6i trLr rng sting d6 thi. 
. 
Nirdc to hien c6 455 d6 thi, thanh ph6 thi xa thi trap- vdi se dan 14,031 
tridu ngu6i_ chi6m 20,24%, dan s0 ca nu6c Wx d6 d6 thi h6a cua nu6c to 
nhu vfty la can th9p nhimg ca sor ha tang ky thuftt can lac hAu , cac hoat d6ng 
ve kidm soat 6 nhiem va quan ly ch9t thai d6 thi can y6u k6m Do d6 ch9t 
luong sang cua ngu6ri dan d6 thi chrra duoc cai thien nhieu (hdu hat cac d6 
thi cua chiing to deu dang b trong tmh trang m6i truong bi 6 nhiem bori chat 
thai gay ra). Ching phu va cac ccr quan quan 1y m6i tnrcmg tir trung uong d6n 
dia phuorng deu dang rat to Lang d@n vin de c6 tinh cap cuu nay . 
K6 hoach Qu6c gia ve 'in6i tru6rng va phat tridn lau ben tir 1991 - 2000 caa 
nu6c to da duoc Cha tich 1-16i (f6ng B6 truorng th6ng qua ngay 12/6/1991 
cung da nhan manh " Can co chien h(oac gidi quydi chat thdi ti! h6 gia dinh , 
tit Gong fighiep va nong nghiep ...". 
Nhtr vfty, " Chitin lucre quan ly chat thdi ran D6 thi vd C6ng nghiep " la 
m6t n6i dung cua chuong trmh harsh d6ng trong k6 hoach qu6c gia ve m6i 
trircrng va phat tridn lau ben 1991-2000. 
BAN CHIEN LtfOC CAN W CAC NOI DUNG CHINH SAU : 
1 Quan diem va muc tieu 
1.1 Quan diem 
a) Mc dinh r6 trach nhiem va nghia vu cua moi ngu6ri trong viec bao v6 m6i 
trirong sting M thi 
Chat thai d6 thi do con ngu6ri va cac hoat d6ng trong d6 thi tao ra vi vay 
trach nhiem va nghia vu giai quy6t chat thai phai do dan va chinh quyen d6 
thi dam nhan 
Luat bao v6 m6i tru6mg da dirm Qu6c h6i Nu6c C6ng h6a M h6i Cha nghia 
Viet Nam kh6a IV, ky hop Tan thu to th6ng qua ... chinh la dd khang 
dinh trach nhiem va nghia vu cua m6i ngu6i trong sir nghiep giCr gin va bao 
v6 m6i trLrbng sling trong xa h6i. 
b) Ring bu6c x6a b6 car ch6 bao c9p trong viCc xa ly chat thai d6 thi. 
- Mu6n lam sach in6i tru6rng thi tradc tien la phai c6 ti`en. Ngu6ri nao tao ra 
chat thai ngu6ri d6 phai d6ng tien dd xrr ly. 
c) Tang cu6mg kha nang va trang thi6t bi cho cling tac kidm soat 6 nhiem va ` 
quan Jy chat thai. 
- D6i vdi cac d6 thi, cac du an bao ve m6i tr rbng town didn dd chudnn bi d6n 
Wri ccr va thuc hien ngay khi c6 dieu ki6n. 
Cung can hru y trong trrcng lai m6t s6 khu ch6 suat, khu vtrc tam giac 
phat tridn ma nha nadc da hoach dinh s6 hinh thanh do d6 or nhung ncri nay 
can phai. thgy track prong ch6t thai se tang manh va phai c6 bien phap giai 
quy6t tet . 
d) Thtr6ng xuyen nang cao dan chi k6t hop quy6t lfp lai trAt tir ky 
'cacrng luAt phap . 
1.2. Muc tidu 
-TYrng birdc khac phuc tinh trang rr dong ch9t thai ran va chit thai 16ng & cac 
d6 thi 
- Chat thai tradc khi xa tea m6i tru6ng phai xir ly dat tieu chudn cho phep 
2. Cac ke hoach phat tridn nganh 
2.1. D v& cac cl6 thi vu'a vi iiho 
- My dung b6 may kidm soat 6 nhiCm va quan ly ch9t thai phu hop . 
- Ap dung cling nghe xir ly chAt thai thich hop v6i quy m6 dau to ca sor ha tang cua 
dia phu'orng- Ap dung cac tieu chudnn ccr s& ha fang c6a cling tac ve sinh m6i tru'6ng 
th6ng nhat chung trong ca nudc . 
2.2.D6i v& cdc d6 thi 16n: 
-X.Ay dung b6 may quan ly phu hap v6i hrong chat thai va m6 hinh cling nghe 
quan ly chSt thai. 
-San xuat cac thi@t bi chuyen dung va MAP cac thidt bi tien ti6n. 
-Ap dung cac m6 hinh cling nghe thu gom, vftnn chuydn va sir ly phu herp voi 
dqu tir, ihiet bi, dac didm ch9t thai va kien cua dia phtrong. 
-Dau ttr thiet bi chuyen dung dd dat hieu qua six dung cao nhat. 
-Ap dung cac tMnh tLyu KI-IKT cua cac nu'oc trong khu virc. 
-D6i ngu can b6 chuyen nganh duoc dao tao m6t cach c6 he th6ng. 
Giao duc ph6 CAp ve ve sinh m6i trLr6ng d6 thi. 
3.Xay dt'ng m6t he thong quan ly va chinh sach quan 1y chat thAi ran d6 
thi nhtr: 
Quy ch6 quan 19 ve sinh m6i tnr6rng d6 thi, Tieu chudnn ve sinh m6i tnxong D6 thi va 
cac chinh sach c6 lien quan. 
4.Phat tridn U thong to chtrc quan 1y chat thai ran d6 thi ph6 hop v6i 
quy m6 cap nganh cap quan 1y nha ntr6c or Tinh, Thanh pho trtrc thu6c 
TW, cap quan 1y nha ntr6c or timg d6 thi,cac do'n vi van hanh or cu sor . 
5. De ra m6 hinh thu g6m, van chuyen, chtra va xir ly chat thai d6 thi 
thich hop va hien dai cho cac loai hinh d6 thi 16n nh' vira a Viet Nam. 
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6. Xac dish c6ng ngh6 va phtrong phap xt'r 1y chat thai thich hop cho tUng 
loai chat thai va phu hop vbri dieu ki6n Viet Nam. 
7. W, thiet bi to ch(sc san xuat trong ntr6c chi nhap cac thiet bi plide tap 
va hi6n dai ma kha nang trong ntr6c chtra lam dtrgc . 
8. Lap Ngan hang dfr li6u` Quoc gia ve v6 sinh m6i trtrbng d6 thi de lam 
ctr sor cho vi6c xay dung ke hoach tong the v6 sinh m6i trtr6ng d6 thi 
trong ca ntr6c . 
9. Dinh htr6ng sau nam 2000:. 
- PhAn loaf ch6t thai ngay tai ncri san sinh chat thai. 
- Phat tri@n c6ng ngh6 tai sinh ch6t thai ran. 
- Mr ly 100 % ch6t thai ran. 
- XAy dung nha may the tao thiet bi thu gom, vftnn chuydn va xir ly chat thai 
ran cho ca ntr6c. 
- Ti@u chudnn v6 kidin soat 6 nhi@m va quan Iy chat thai ran trong ca ntr6c dat 
tidu chum Qubc te. 
KE HOACH THIUC HILN MUC `I'ILU CHI9N Mf0C 
1. Chtrong trinh hanh dong, thtrc hi6n muc tieu cua chien ltrorc la 
- Nghibn ciru m6 hmh quan 1y thich harp 
- Ban hanh quy the quan ly c6 hi6u qua 
- Chinh sach tai chinh hop 1y 
- Giao duc, dao tao den cac fdng 16p nhan ddn 
- C6 chinh sach harp tac qufic to pha hop 
2. Cac dtr an thtrc hi&n muc`tieu cua chi en Itro'c IA 
- DLr an nang cao nang hrc cho cac don vi hoat d6ng trong hnh vtrc v6 sinh 
m6i trixarng d6 thi 
- Du an ,td chdc san xuat thiet bi toong nuac 
t 
- Dar an xay dung cac nha may, xi nghi6p xir ly chat thai ran thich hop 
- Dq an dao tao chuybn .gia va c6ng nhan lanh ngh6 
3. Van & tru tien la 
- Cling ngh6 thich harp d@ giam, tai six dung va quay yang ch9t thai. 
- Kidm soat cac ch6t d6c hai va chat nguy hai 
- Ki@m soat va xir ly 6 nhi@m 
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HIPU QUA CUA I3AN CHILN LtfOC CAN DAT DIfOC 
1. Mot he thong tai lieu co tinh drat luat se dtrorc ban hanh . 
- M6t ban chitin ltrarc bao 0 0 sinh m6i trLOng d6 thi dircrc B6 xfty dung va 
chinh phu ph6 duyet 
- Quy ch@ quan ly v6 sinh m6i trtrbng d6 thi 
- M6t se ti@u chuonn quy pham v6 kiem soat 6 nhiem va quan ly chat thai d6 
thi 
-Chink sach tai chinh cho viec kiem soat 6 nhiem va quin 1y chat thai d6 thi . 
-M6t s8 dir an trien khai n6i dung chitin ltxgc se dLrcrc lop 
2. M6t phaorng phap kiem soat 6'nhiem vi quin ly chat thai d6 thi thich 
horp va hien dai se dtrgc thiet lap tren town lanh tho . 
3. D6i ngu can bq va cling nhan lam viec trong linh vt(c kiem soat 6 nhiem 
vi quin ly chat thii d6 thi se 0 du kien thirc de boat dgng 0 hitu qua' 
trong ca ntroc . 
4. Trang thiet bi va ph6ng thi nghiem dam bao boat dgng c6 hi6u qua' 
kiem soat 6 nhiem va quin ly chat thai d6 thi se dtrorc trang bi cho tat 
ci d6 thi trong ci ntr6c . 
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(.pl tr, 
Id hen xat vE bao cao 
"CA C CIO & G; T R$u H Mdl TRO614 G VA CHIN H SA CH dU T IA1 " 
( c -) ilgan hang The giai phoihap vai Bo AH-CN va 
LIT t htX c hi en ) 
Toi nhan duzac 2 tep tai liFU do so Nam - cac uxu 
chinh sach ve chLrong tAnh ve moi truons cho mot ne"n 
kinh to XH(1J trong thai ky qua dq" (tip I la ban Tom tat 
va bao cao chinh, t ̂ p II la 10 phu lue) veo ngay 24/X va 
dupe yeu cAu gop y kien trLrac ngay 1/XI-1994. 
Tuy thai gian qua gap, lpi bin nhieu cong viec khac cua 
ca gw3n, nhung toi de dpc het m§t lugt ca 2 t$p tai lie^u 
% nay ,ai sv cham. chu 'va kha hap dan, bai tam quan trpng d4 c 
bit cue no doi vai_ tuong lai phat trim ben cua Vi Et 
N am. 
N.h%n tong quat, toi cho rang bao cao co nhung vu diem 
va nhaac diem chu yeu sau 
1. Ou diem 
1) Cec tac gia cua bao cao da day cong dieu tra, khan 
sat, lq°a chQn, thu thfP dvyc mqt khoi luxpng rat lan cac tai 
liv^u, so ligu ca ban ve dieu kien tax nhien, kinh te,xa hQi 
Vift 11am, doe b 4t la ve trpng moi truong cua Nam 
tren rat nhieu phuong dign nhLr rung Trung du, cac h sinh 
t hei vung ba bier} va dat ng& nuxac, nong nghiep va deft trong 
trot, tac dong cue dan so, sir phat trigs cong nghiep, qua 
t Anh do t h} hoe, tenh trpng o nhiEm nLrac ve khong khl,yiec 
six ly chat thai ran, viEn canh cua kha vVe nang la9ng,v.v.. 
trong phem vi "ca ntr(Yc. 
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OP 2) Cac tae gia de di sau phan tich mQt each U thong 
hang; lopt van de do lien quan den viec sw dt}ng cac tai 
nguyen thien nhien, phat trien nong-lam-ngtr nghiep, phat 
triexl cong nghiep va do thi hoa, qua do neu kien nghi 
ve cac chinh sach, cac chuong trinh uxu cac the the ve 
luot phap -cho host dQng moi trLxong theo Wang phat trim 
ben vun g . 
3) Vige denh gia ve thvo trung moi t rvong va de 
xu at cac khuye*n nghl cac t a c gia lam no i bpt 1 en va 
co tinh thuyeot; phuc cao han bang str doi chieu, so senh vai 
nhirng hi^n trrong tidh c;rc ve tigu cVc, nhirng kinh nghigm 
thanh cling va: khbng thanh cling cue nhieu nu'ac trEn the 
giai, dac Uiat cac trong vung (nhu Lao, Campuchie,Thai 
Lan, Ind6nexie; Philippin, Malaixia, Trung Quoc,Trieu Tien 
A. 
, An Do... ) . 
II . N hiryc diem : 
1. Co khe'nhieu d7y kip^n, so lieu chum c$p nh$t. 
Vi du 
- in san lirgag 1vang thVc mai t f h den h a i nam 1990-1991 
trung bInh la 21,6 tan; trong khi nam 1992 la 24,2 
trieu tn. va nam x.993 le 25,5 trigu tan. 
- Chl so phat trieAn cue tong nghi gp mo'i t inh don n6m 
1990 1a 3,31o' (that ra la 393%); trong khi nam 1991 tang 
10,41/o, nam 1592 tang 17,1;0, n6m 1993 tang 12,1%. 
Cac dux. an do nva'c ngosi Abu tv mai tinh den nam 1992 
la 550; trong khi nam 1993 da tang them hon 2DO 'dV an mai 
ve den nay de co tren 1000 did an vai khoang 10,5 ty USD. 
- Tong san phsm quoc nqi (GDP) tinh theo dau ngLAA 
nai tinh la 200 U8D. Trang khi, theo bao cao cue Chinh 
phu Vigt Nam tai HP nghl tai trV Paris (11/1993), thl 
nam 1992 GDP b`a.nh quan Au nguui la 22D USD. 
Tung can poi them rang: Ngoei tech tinh theo GDP,UNDP 
gan day da dine re chl tieu HDI de denh gia sat hon mirc song 
cue nhan den cac nu'ob. Theo chi tieu nay , Vi Pt Nam dtrvc 
xep thu' 115 trong so 173 nuac 'tren the giai, can neu xep 
theo GDP thl Nam dLrirlg hang 156. 
Van van va van 'van ... 
Tbi cho rang, cec so lieu, cac dir kign tang c^p nh^t 
bao nhieu thi aq phen anh thvc trung tInh h3nh cue b/c 
tang co gia tri bay "nhieu. 
2) Cac tae gia eo not den nen kinh to -&HQv trong thai 
ky qua dQ nhu-ng kiiong thay phan tich ro d-Ic diem, not dung 
,phu-mg hurong cue nen kinh to nay nhir th""neo ? 
N @n chang dung khei niem 111Jen kinh t6 hang hob nhiEu 
thanh phan vp-n dgng theo co, the the trLr%=g theo d;nh hiro'ng 
XHCN" , hay. co the not gon is linen kinh tee the tru%ong theo 
d p h : hLr ang XH CN " . 
3) Tuy da co chu y a mart dq nhet d}nh, song khi phan 
tich,danh gia thu°c trong ti.nh kinh cung nhux khi de xuat 
cac giai phap, beo cao china quan tam mqt cach day du den 
khfa cVnh xa h§i-van hoa cue van de moi truong. Noi cach 
khac can tiep can van de moi truong khong chi vE mgt h^ 
sinh thai ttx nhien (natural ecosystem) ma ce v mgt ho 
sinh thei nhan van nib (Human ecosystem). 
Cac tee gis da co nhlig nhin xet dung (vi du: con ngrai 
la ep lue lon nhat do'i vai s;r ton tpi cue lung, v0v... 
nhung khi de xuat cac giai phap ve chfnh such, chLrong trinh 
vu tien, the the va phap "luat thi van de con nguai vai 
nhung dac diem ve mLrc song ve loi song (bao gom phong tut, 
tap quaxi, tarsi ly, duo dLrc,thi hieu,hanh vi...) chine dlrqc 
dat a vj tri trung tam ve xem xet trong moi quan h nhieu 
vai moi trloxlg. 
Co ma2t cau chuyin gian di me nhien y ngh^.a 
xhi can bQ di tuye^n truyen vp^n dgng dong bao dun tqc 
t hieu so con du canh a Tay N guyEn cham dint pha rLrag, 
dot -r-by lam nuong, v3 nhux the la lam hei tai moi trLrong, 
t h . 'dong bao da t ra lai rang : "t ao nghe chung may no'i da 
no cai tai nhu°ng van doi cai bW g ova vi doi tao phai 
an rung" (manger le foret ). 
day co hai van de chu yeu can giai quyet: 
matte phai tam cach dam bao cai an, cai 4c, cai a 
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4- cai dun...cho dong bao bang nhirng 'giai phap kinh to thiet 
thvc co higu qua' truxcY'c mat ve lau dai. 
Hai la: pYai nang cao d&i tri lam they doi tam ly,loi 
song the t-rong phong t`uc, top quan lau dai cua dong 
bao. 
4 - 
1Q of tech khec, hung giai phap ve chinh sach, the the 
va phap lust chi co tinh kha thi, kha dung, khi nfGng giai 
phap ay t hit suy quart t 9m dEn dai song nguk den. Chang hpn: 
Viec khoi phvc liai din tich rung man a biinh Hai,hp 
the t1b rong din tich nuoi tom ... phai duvc giai quyet 
tren quan dieem nay.. 
4) Co nh-Vng chi tiet vE mat phgn tich danh gia cac sup 
kiEn, ve' t rinh bay, ve cgu chix, v l thuat chua that ro 
rang, chinh xac. k 
Vi du: 
- xem lei t y 1$ t hu gom chat t hei a He N qi ( 50;0 )1 t hop 
hon so vai Hai 1' bong (700- ) ? 
- Nguyen ggy o nhi&n moi truong a do thl khong ch:I 
do phat t ri en conk; so tang nhanh... ma con a 
viEo qui ho$ch thieu tam nhin xa, chap va, bi dong,thieu 
kiem tra, kiem soot, buong long ky cuong phap lupt va si} 
thieu tv giac giur gin ve sinh moi truong cua nguxui dgn. 
Cgu "NguyEn tac nay co y nghia truac hat la danh 
quyen djnh gia doi vai tac nay them chi hei ve 
m8i truong khong duqc xem xet" va nhiEu cgu khec nue kha 
lung cung va kho hieu. 
IPM (Inte#grated pest management) nen d}ch la quan ly 
con t rung hop nhat, chin khong phai la " quan ly con t rung 
t honk; n hat" . 
YJ... vJ vv... + 
Tuy con nh7ixng nhugG diem neu tren, nhuag nhi8..churig day 
la mgt tong trInh dugc thvc hi .n tong phu, tuong doi toan 
diFn va ca chat luong tat. 
N gLrui non xet 
G89P`1' S P him Xugn Nam 
m K tt tt i )P 
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IAT rtlrny 19-10-1994 VA TVA th!'o otil- 
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V(I nr': n0tep Olt them gin no v j 7nt t 
,nrr, nhQ r:it m"1. rn n C ng taa mii tv.rv*" ; trortrr WN 1 
co nhOu kho khMnr n.0t In drrll. yr.' °i, c4c "lonr'lh r1rh1QP en tr 
r : i. 
' 11rgn r.131. trTC)'nr, trmrtnr Tuo-t 13no V0 'M51 t7-?c'.'1P- 11?i 11'18 vy, r
tri An, bp"n vtrng rlhti n»'Yt3 a^ :n tgn as'f., 11 7-1.^11 . 0l1ra nnn M 'n. h 
thr, 11I .An rltrgn rite f nAr1 v r,, 17,x`., . 
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5. Ye mgt gcian 1 t 
Asa :± rci han o burn u ag o ila 13§ tro ng 1 fah vp glAAa lye Nha 
n:UVO vd Mai timivag. Caa w quay it-Ung V(Yag,c dta phavng va os9to 1§ 
phei PhOL hqp ohot ohe" troag aoug tecx quea ly m8i txvO'%ng tkIAm 
Boat, A 1g,.. 
6* ve dao tqO t 
Hitra clay tu, ear- quay 4 tai oic TAag 08ng' ty# Gang ty va c aic 
daa vJ eAa xuat hAu ahix kh6ag oS flan bl§ du dao tip A kg thu4t 
m8i truv%ag, gLta#a lp; W81 tzuO%"9,o 8V you ke'm 44 da" hon ch$ r1t 
r1,11LAu txvng c8ag tao bao v§ Wi tw g. mrong m§t hai aU twi 
Kha% awo can co kd hogch khan c Rp' lAp ohg Jag nays Mugn vOr, 
agay tir.b8y gio*p phat c huyAn long loot Binh vi6n sang hpo m8i 
twaag t:l%? a g va rago8i aaa It p huge luyga o9p t6o, bS 
;sung rah, hiop VV m8i trimrag Olio aSo cat bQ hion nay dang laua c8ag 
tao ve Mai trig ,. 
'rau d8y 1i teat us y kiia cue qus`r tham kha4., giup oho clad 
BO thvO hiyn tat 06ag tac ba"o vVA Moi txuv' ag phat trifa bin vu'mg . 
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